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Abstract. Core collapse supernovae are a promising source of detectable gravitational waves. Most of the existing
(multidimensional) numerical simulations of core collapse in general relativity have been done using approxima-
tions of the Einstein field equations. As recently shown by Dimmelmeier et al. (2002a,b), one of the most inter-
esting such approximation is the so-called conformal flatness condition (CFC) of Isenberg, Wilson and Mathews.
Building on this previous work we present here new results from numerical simulations of relativistic rotational
core collapse in axisymmetry, aiming at improving the dynamics and the gravitational waveforms. The computer
code used for these simulations evolves the coupled system of metric and fluid equations using the 3+1 formalism,
specialized to a new framework for the gravitational field equations which we call CFC+. In this approach we add
new degrees of freedom to the original CFC equations, which extend them by terms of second post-Newtonian or-
der. The resulting metric equations are still of elliptic type but the number of equations is significantly augmented
in comparison to the original CFC approach. The hydrodynamics evolution and the CFC spacetime metric are
calculated using the code developed by Dimmelmeier et al. (2002a), which has been conveniently extended to
account for the additional CFC+ equations. The corrections for CFC+ are computed solving a system of elliptic
linear equations. The new formalism is assessed with time evolutions of both rotating neutron stars in equilibrium
and gravitational core collapse of rotating polytropes. Gravitational wave signals for a comprehensive sample of
collapse models are extracted using either the quadrupole formula or directly from the metric. We discuss our
results on the dynamics and the gravitational wave emission through a detailed comparison between CFC and
CFC+ simulations. The main conclusion is that, for the neutron star spacetimes analyzed in the present work, no
significant differences are found among CFC, CFC+, and full general relativity, which highlights the suitability
of the former.
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1. Introduction
One of the most interesting topics in relativistic astro-
physics is the formation and evolution of compact objects,
such as those produced in the rotational core collapse of
massive stars, or in the merging of a compact binary con-
sisting of two white dwarfs, two neutron stars, or a white
dwarf and a neutron star. The catastrophic events in which
the new-born compact objects are formed are a promising
source of gravitational waves in the kHz frequency range,
hence optimal to be detected at galactic distances with the
new ground-based interferometer detectors such as LIGO
or VIRGO.
Send offprint requests to: Pablo Cerda´-Dura´n,
e-mail: pablo.cerda@uv.es
Gravitational radiation is produced by accelerating
matter whose dynamics is not spherically symmetric.
Among the list of astrophysical sources of gravitational
radiation, axisymmetric sources such as rotational core
collapse are particularly amenable to numerical investi-
gations, as present-day computational resources allow for
more accurate calculations than in full three dimensions.
The early phase of the merging of two compact objects,
when the two bodies start to plunge from the innermost
stable circular orbit, is a three-dimensional situation, al-
though after the merging itself the scenario is again suit-
able for investigations in axisymmetry. On the other hand,
Newtonian gravity does not describe correctly the dynam-
ics of these processes, and one has to use general relativity
for a proper description, as well as to compute waveforms,
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or at least some approximation better than the Newtonian
one. Post-Newtonian approximations of the metric in the
near zone match quite well with the features described
before, and probably most of these scenarios can still be
handled without fully general relativistic calculations: Let
d be the typical dimension of the source, v the typical ve-
locity of the system, and t the typical timescale of varia-
tion of the gravitational field; hence, the typical frequency
of the gravitational waves in the wave zone is 1/t, and the
wavelength is λ ∼ ct, where c is the speed of light. From
the virial theorem it follows that t is also the typical dy-
namical timescale, hence d ∼ vt and v/c ∼ d/ct ∼ d/λ.
Therefore, a post-Newtonian expansion around v/c → 0
is equivalent to an expansion around d/λ → 0. For the
typical scales involved in core collapse and neutron stars
we get d2/λ2 ∼ 0.05. That estimate yields first and second
order post-Newtonian corrections of about 5% and 0.3%,
respectively. We note, however, that although these cor-
rections may seem to be small, the non-linearity of the
equations makes it difficult to predict beforehand the ef-
fects in a numerical simulation.
During the last two decades calculations of gravi-
tational waveforms from core collapse have been done
using different approaches for gravity (Mu¨ller 1982;
Finn 1989; Mo¨nchmeyer et al. 1991; Bonazzola & Marck
1993; Yamada & Sato 1995; Zwerger & Mu¨ller 1997;
Rampp et al. 1998; Dimmelmeier et al. 2001, 2002a,b;
Fryer et al. 2002, 2004; Imamura et al. 2003; Kotake et al.
2003; Shibata & Sekiguchi 2004a; Ott et al. 2004). First
attempts were made in Newtonian gravity, using
Eulerian codes with artificial viscosity (Mu¨ller 1982;
Finn 1989; Mo¨nchmeyer et al. 1991) to calculate the
hydrodynamics. Pseudo-spectral methods were used by
Bonazzola & Marck (1993), who followed the collapse
without including the bounce phase due to the appearance
of numerical instabilities associated with the presence of
a shock wave. The need for correctly treating the shock
wave, which forms after core bounce, gradually led to the
use of high-resolution shock-capturing (HRSC) schemes.
Zwerger & Mu¨ller (1997) first used HRSC methods to sim-
ulate a sequence of collapsing rotating polytropes in ax-
isymmetry, providing a comprehensive waveform catalog.
Extensions to 3D were carried out by Rampp et al. (1998).
In both works a simple equation of state (Janka et al.
1993) was used. Recently there have been attempts
to include more realistic physics in Newtonian simula-
tions: Ott et al. (2004) used the equation of state of
Lattimer & Swesty (1991), while Mu¨ller et al. (2004) also
incorporated 2D neutrino transport and computed the
gravitational wave emission produced by neutrino-driven
convection.
A step forward to improve the treatment of the grav-
itational field was taken by Dimmelmeier et al. (2001,
2002a,b), who used the conformal flatness condition (CFC
hereafter) of Isenberg, Wilson, and Mathews (see Isenberg
(1978) and Wilson et al. (1996)). Note that in the spher-
ical case CFC is not an approximation to general relativ-
ity but rather is exact. In a more general context it has
been shown that conformally flat gravity agrees with full
general relativity at the level of the first post-Newtonian
expansion (Kley & Scha¨fer 1999). Therefore the CFC ap-
proximation reproduces quite well the main features of
the models studied (quasi-spherical sources tractable by
the post-Newtonian formalism). Numerically, the major
advantage of the CFC approximation is that the 3+1 met-
ric equations are reduced to elliptic equations, which, in
principle, makes their implementation more stable than in
the standard formulations of the field equations commonly
used in numerical relativity. Concerning the core collapse
waveforms, Dimmelmeier et al. (2002b) found quantita-
tive and also qualitative differences between Newtonian
and CFC calculations. This demonstrates that a relativis-
tic calculation of the spacetime dynamics is necessary
for properly studying core collapse and the gravitational
waves emitted. Recently this work in axisymmetry has
been extended to 3D by Dimmelmeier et al. (2004), com-
bining HRSC methods for the hydrodynamic equations
and spectral methods for the metric equations.
First multidimensional core collapse simulations in full
general relativity were reported by Siebel et al. (2003)
who used the characteristic formulation of the Einstein
equations. In these simulations the gravitational wave-
form extraction using the Bondi news function at future
null infinity was hampered by gauge effects and numer-
ical inaccuracies. Recently, Shibata & Sekiguchi (2004a)
have performed simulations in axisymmetry using the
so-called Cartoon method to solve the Einstein equa-
tions, finding remarkable agreement with the CFC re-
sults of Dimmelmeier et al. (2002b). Extensions of this
work to full 3D have been reported in Shibata & Sekiguchi
(2004b). Except for Siebel et al. (2003), in all existing sim-
ulations thus far the gravitational wave signals have been
computed using the Newtonian quadrupole formula.
In this paper we propose a new approximation scheme
for the metric equations that is an extension of the CFC
approach. Our approximation consists of adding second
post-Newtonian terms to the conformal flet metric. With
the new approach, which we call CFC+, the resulting met-
ric equations are still elliptic, and reduce to full general
relativity in the spherical case. Therefore, we conserve the
main advantages of the CFC approximation at small extra
computational cost (the additional elliptic equations are
linear), while improving the computation of the dynamics
and the metric. The aim of this paper is to compare the
quality of the CFC+ approximation in different scenarios
with that of the CFC approach. In particular we focus on
the study of two scenarios of current interest in relativistic
astrophysics, the gravitational collapse of rotating stellar
cores to neutron stars (the relevant mechanism responsi-
ble for core collapse supernovae of type II/Ib/Ic), and the
stability and oscillations of rotating neutron stars.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we
present the mathematical framework and introduce the
general relativistic equations for the hydrodynamics and
the spacetime metric that we implement in the numerical
code. Particular emphasis is given to the derivation of the
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CFC+ equations (for technical details see Appendices A,
B, and C). Sect. 3 is devoted to describing the numeri-
cal methods used to solve the hydrodynamics and metric
equations. We further explain in this section the proce-
dure we follow to extract gravitational waves (see also
Appendix D). In Sect. 4 we specify the models used for the
simulations of rotating relativistic stars. The results from
the simulations of evolutions of rotating neutron stars and
rotational stellar core collapse to a neutron star are dis-
cussed in Sects. 5 and 6, respectively. The conclusions of
this work are summarized in Sect. 7.
We use a spacelike signature (−,+,+,+) and units in
which c = G = 1 (except in some passages, particularly in
the Appendices, where c and G are retained for a better
understanding of the post-Newtonian expansion). Greek
indices run from 0 to 3, Latin indices from 1 to 3, and
we adopt the standard Einstein convention for the sum-
mation over repeated indices. The indices of 3-vectors and
3-tensors are raised and lowered by means of the 3-metric.
2. Mathematical framework
We adopt the 3 + 1 formalism (Arnowitt et al. 1962)
to foliate spacetime with a metric gµν into a set of
non-intersecting spacelike hypersurfaces. The line element
reads
ds2 = −α2dt2 + γij(dxi + βidt)(dxj + βjdt), (1)
with α being the lapse function, which describes the rate of
advance of time along a timelike unit vector nµ normal to
a hypersurface, βi being the spacelike shift 3-vector, which
describes the motion of coordinates within a surface, and
γij being the spatial 3-metric.
2.1. Hydrodynamic equations
The hydrodynamic evolution of a relativistic perfect fluid
with rest-mass current Jµ = ρuµ and energy-momentum
tensor T µν = ρhuµuν +Pgµν in a (dynamic) spacetime is
determined by a system of local conservation equations,
which read
∇µJµ = 0, ∇µT µν = 0, (2)
where the covariant derivative is denoted by ∇µ. The fluid
is specified by the rest mass density ρ, the specific enthalpy
h = 1+ǫ+P/ρ, the pressure P , the specific internal energy
ǫ, and the 4-velocity uµ. The pressure is determined by an
equation of state (EOS) P = P (ρ, ǫ).
The 3-velocity of the fluid, as measured by an Eulerian
observer at rest in a spacelike hypersurface Σt, is
vi =
ui
αut
+
βi
α
. (3)
Following the work of Banyuls et al. (1997) we introduce
a set of variables in terms of the primitive (physical) hy-
drodynamic variables (ρ, vi, ǫ), whose associated densities
are conserved:
D = ρW, (4)
Si = ρhW 2vi, (5)
τ = ρhW 2 − P −D. (6)
In the above expressionsW is the Lorentz factor defined as
W = αut, which satisfies the relation W = 1/
√
1− vivi.
The previous choice allows us to write the conserva-
tion laws (2) as a first-order, flux-conservative hyperbolic
system of equations (Banyuls et al. 1997):
1√−g
[
∂
√
γU
∂t
+
∂
√−gF i
∂xi
]
= Q, (7)
with the state vector, flux vector, and source vector given
by
U = [D,Sj , τ ], (8)
F i =
[
Dvˆi, Sj vˆ
i + δijP, τ vˆ
i + Pvi
]
, (9)
Q =
[
0,
1
2
T µν
∂gµν
∂xj
, α
(
T µ0
∂ lnα
∂xµ
− T µνΓ 0µν
)]
. (10)
Here vˆi = vi − βi/α, and √−g = α√γ, with g = det(gµν)
and γ = det(γij) being the determinant of the 4-metric
and 3-metric, respectively; Γλµν are the Christoffel sym-
bols.
For convenience, we also define the following modified
conserved quantities:
D∗ =
√
γ¯D, S∗i =
√
γ¯Si. (11)
The determinant γ¯ is actually the ratio of γ evaluated
on some coordinate grid {xµ} and the determinant γˆ of
the flat metric γˆij on the same grid: γ¯ = γ/γˆ.
2.2. 3+1 metric equations
In the 3+1 formalism, the Einstein equations split into (i)
evolution equations for the 3-metric γij and the extrinsic
curvature Kij ,
∂tγij = −2αKij + 2∇(iβj), (12)
∂tKij = −∇i∇jα+ α(Rij +KKij − 2KikKkj )
+ βk∇kKij + 2Kk(i∇j)βk
− 8πα
(
Sij − γij
2
(Skk − E)
)
, (13)
and (ii) constraint equations,
R+K2 −KijKij − 16πE = 0, (14)
∇i(Kij − γijK)− 8πSj = 0, (15)
which must be fulfilled at every spacelike hypersurface.
In these equations ∇i is the covariant derivative with
respect to the 3-metric γij , Kij is the extrinsic curvature,
Rij is the Ricci tensor on Σt, R the scalar curvature and
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K = Kii the trace of the extrinsic curvature. The brack-
ets around indices indicate symmetrization. The projec-
tion of the energy-momentum tensor onto the spatial hy-
persurface is defined as Sij = ρhW
2vivj + γijP , while
E = ρhW 2 − P is the total energy per volume unit as
measured by an observer at rest in Σt.
The ADM gauge, which we will be using in the deriva-
tion of the metric equations in Sects. 2.3 and 2.4, is defined
as that gauge for which the 3-metric can be decomposed
into a conformally flat term plus a transverse traceless
term,
γij = φ
4γˆij + h
TT
ij , (16)
with
hTTij γˆ
ij = 0, γˆik∇ˆkhTTij = 0, (17)
where γˆij is the flat metric (with inverse γˆ
ij ; γˆij = γˆ
ij =
δij in Cartesian coordinates), φ is the conformal factor,
and hTTij is transverse and traceless. The conjugate mo-
mentum πij of γij is traceless as well:
πij γˆij = 0. (18)
2.3. CFC metric equations
In spherical symmetry hTTij = 0, i.e. the 3-metric is con-
formally flat (CF). A first reasonable approximation in
quasi-spherical scenarios is imposing a vanishing hTTij in
Eq. (16):
γij = φ
4γˆij . (19)
This is the conformal flatness condition or Isenberg–
Wilson–Mathews approximation (Isenberg 1978;
Wilson et al. 1996). In the ADM gauge a confor-
mally flat 3-metric ensures the maximal slicing condition,
K = 0. Hence, it can be shown that the 3 + 1 metric
equations (12–15) reduce to a set of five coupled elliptic
(Poisson-like) equations for the metric components,
∆ˆφ = −2πφ5
(
ρhW 2 − P + KijK
ij
16π
)
, (20)
∆ˆ(αφ) = 2παφ5
(
ρh(3W 2 − 2) + 5P + 7KijK
ij
16π
)
, (21)
∆ˆβi = 16παφ4Si + 2φ10Kij∇ˆj
(
α
φ6
)
− 1
3
∇ˆi∇ˆkβk, (22)
where ∇ˆ and ∆ˆ = γˆij∇ˆi∇ˆj are the flat space Nabla and
Laplace operators, respectively.
Applying the CFC to the traceless part of Eq. (12)
yields the following relation between the conformal factor
and the shift vector components:
∂tφ =
φ
6
∇kβk. (23)
With this, Eq. (12) transforms into an expression for the
extrinsic curvature components:
Kij =
1
2α
(
∇iβj +∇jβi − 2
3
γij∇kβk
)
. (24)
As a consequence of setting the off-diagonal elements
of γij to zero, the degrees of freedom representing gravita-
tional waves are removed from the spacetime. Therefore,
we calculate gravitational waveforms in a post-processing
step using the quadrupole formula. Note that at that ap-
proximation level the ADM gauge is equivalent to the
maximal slicing quasi-isotropic (MSQI) gauge, i.e. max-
imal slicing (K = 0) plus quasi-isotropic coordinates
(grθ = 0 and gθθ = grr in spherical coordinates in an
orthonormal basis).
2.4. CFC+ metric equations
We improve the metric approximation by adding to the
CFC metric the second post-Newtonian deviation from
isotropy. We call this approximation CFC+. Compared to
the CFC metric (19) the CFC+ metric
γij = φ
4γˆij + h
2PN
ij (25)
now includes a new traceless and transverse term h2PNij ,
which is identical to hTTij in the decomposition (16) up
to the second post-Newtonian expansion. As described in
Appendix A this higher order correction h2PNij is the solu-
tion of the tensor Poisson equation (Scha¨fer 1990)
∆ˆh2PNij = γˆ
TTkl
ij Fkl, (26)
where the source Fkl is given by
Fkl = −4∇ˆkU∇ˆlU − 16πS
∗
kS
∗
l
D∗
, (27)
with U being the “Newtonian” potential, which is the so-
lution of the Poisson equation
∆ˆU = −4πD∗. (28)
The operator γˆTTklij is the transverse, trace-free (TT) pro-
jector as defined in Eq. (A.6).
Of the original CFC metric equations (20–22) for φ, α,
and βi, only the equation for the lapse function, Eq. (21),
has to be modified. It now depends explicitly on the second
post-Newtonian correction h2PNij :
∆ˆ(αφ) =
[
∆ˆ (αφ)
]
h2PN
ij
=0
− γˆikγˆjlh2PNij ∇ˆk∇ˆlU. (29)
The metric equations for the conformal factor φ and the
shift vector βi remain unaltered. However, the CFC+ cor-
rections couple implicitly as the source terms on their
right-hand sides depend on α.
The computation of h2PNij , i.e. the inversion of the ten-
sor Poisson equation (26) by means of the Poisson integral
operator ∆ˆ−1, is simplified by the introduction of interme-
diate potentials S, Si, Ti, Ri, and Sij , which are solutions
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of the following scalar/vector/tensor-Poisson equations:
∆ˆS = −4πS
∗
i S
∗
j
D∗
xixj , (30)
∆ˆSi =
[
−4πS
∗
i S
∗
j
D∗
− ∇ˆiU∇ˆjU
]
xj , (31)
∆ˆTi =
[
−4πS
∗
j S
∗
k
D∗
− ∇ˆjU∇ˆkU
]
γˆjkγˆilx
l, (32)
∆ˆRi = ∇ˆi(∇ˆjU∇ˆkUxjxk), (33)
∆ˆSij = −4π
S∗i S
∗
j
D∗
− ∇ˆiU∇ˆjU. (34)
These equations are designed such that their source terms
approach zero like r−3 when r = |x| tends towards in-
finity, which ensures the existence of the corresponding
Poisson integrals. With the help of these potentials h2PNij
can simply be expressed as
h2PNij = ∆ˆ
−1 (γˆTTklij Fkl)
=
1
2
Sij − 3xk∇ˆ(iSj)k +
5
4
γˆjmx
m∇ˆi
(
γˆklSkl
)
+
1
4
xkxl∇ˆi∇ˆjSkl + 3∇ˆ(iSj) −
1
2
xk∇ˆi∇ˆjSk
+
1
4
∇ˆi∇ˆjS − 5
4
∇ˆiTj − 1
4
∇ˆiRj
+ γˆij
[
1
4
γˆklSkl + xk γˆlm∇ˆmSkl − γˆkl∇ˆkSl
]
, (35)
as shown in Appendix B.
Due to the specific type of elliptic solvers employed in
our computer code (see Sect. 3.2 below), it is not possi-
ble to use the inverse image method to evaluate the in-
termediate potentials up to spatial infinity. We instead
solve Eqs. (30–34) assuming specific boundary conditions.
These are determined from the multipole expansion M
of the intermediate potentials S, Si, Ti, Ri, and Sij . As
detailed in Appendix C, these multipole expansions are
given by
M(S) = 1
r
∫
d3x
√
γˆ
(
S∗kS
∗
l
D∗
xkxl
)
, (36)
M(Si) = 1
r
∫
d3x
√
γˆD∗
(
S∗i S
∗
k
D∗ 2
xk + γˆijx
j(U + xk∇ˆkU)
)
+
M2
2r
γˆijn
j, (37)
M(Ti) = 1
r
∫
d3x
√
γˆD∗
(
γˆklS∗kS
∗
l
D∗ 2
+ U
)
γˆijx
j
+
M2
2r
γˆijn
j, (38)
M(Ri) = M
2γˆijn
j
r
, (39)
M(Sij) = 1
r
∫
d3x
√
γˆD∗
(
S∗i S
∗
j
D∗ 2
+
1
2
γˆijU + γˆikx
k∂jU
)
,
(40)
modulo O(1/r2) corrections. M = ∫ d3x√γˆD∗ is the
baryonic rest mass. By evaluating the above expansions
at a finite radius outside the star we obtain the necessary
boundary conditions for S, Si, Ti, Ri, and Sij .
3. Numerical implementation
The code used for the simulations presented in this paper
is an extension of the one described in Dimmelmeier et al.
(2002a,b), incorporating the new CFC+ metric equations.
Hence, the interested reader is addressed to those refer-
ences for details additional to those discussed below.
We use spherical polar coordinates {t, r, θ, ϕ} and as-
sume axial symmetry with respect to the rotation axis and
symmetry with respect to the equatorial plane at θ = π/2.
The computational grid is composed of nr radial zones and
nθ equidistant angular zones, whose specific values for the
simulations reported here are given below. For convenience
the radial cell-spacing is chosen equidistant for evolutions
of equilibrium neutron stars and logarithmically spaced
when simulating core collapse. As in the original code
(Dimmelmeier et al. 2002a) the part of the grid outside
the star is filled with an artificial atmosphere (as custom-
ary in finite difference codes similar to ours; see Font et al.
(2002); Duez et al. (2002); Baiotti et al. (2004)). This at-
mosphere obeys a polytropic equation of state and has a
very low density such that its presence does not affect the
dynamics of the star (see Dimmelmeier et al. (2002a) for
details). Moreover, an extended grid containing no mat-
ter is used beyond the atmosphere for the CFC+ metric
calculations, namely to properly capture the radial fall-off
behavior of the metric potentials and to extract the grav-
itational radiation using components of hTTij in the wave
zone (see Sect. 6.2).
3.1. Hydrodynamics solver
The hydrodynamics solver performs the numerical inte-
gration of the system of hydrodynamic conservation equa-
tions (7) using a high-resolution shock-capturing (HRSC)
scheme. This method ensures numerical conservation of
physically conserved quantities and a correct treatment
of discontinuities such as shocks. In HRSC methods a
Riemann problem has to be solved at each cell inter-
face, which requires the reconstruction of the primitive
variables (ρ, vi, ǫ) at this interfaces. We use the PPM
method of Colella & Woodward (1984) for the reconstruc-
tion, which yields third order accuracy in space. The so-
lution of the Riemann problems then provides the numer-
ical fluxes at cell interfaces. To obtain this solution, the
characteristic structure of the hydrodynamics equations is
explicitely needed (Banyuls et al. 1997).
Contrary to CFC in the CFC+ approximation the met-
ric does not have any zero off-diagonal elements, and thus
we have to use the most general eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors in general relativity as reported in Font (2003).
Once the spectral information is known, the numerical
fluxes are computed by means of Marquina’s approximate
flux formula (Donat & Marquina 1996). The time update
of the conserved vector U is done using the method of
lines in combination with a Runge–Kutta method with
second order accuracy in time. Once the conserved quanti-
ties (D,Si, τ) are updated in time, the primitive variables
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need to be recovered. This is done through an iterative
Newton–Raphson method, as these variables can not be
obtained in closed form from the conserved variables.
We note that the sourcesQ of the hydrodynamic equa-
tions have been implemented in the code using a general
form for the metric, although they can be simplified for a
metric with vanishing nondiagonal terms in the 3-metric,
as, for example, in CFC.
3.2. Metric solver
The main feature of the approximations we are using for
the metric is that only elliptic equations have to be solved
to know the metric at each time step. In our approximate
scheme we solve the equations hierarchically. First a solu-
tion of the Poisson equation (28) for U is obtained. Then
we solve the equations (30–34) for the intermediate po-
tentials S, Si, Ti, Ri, and Sij , which we need to calculate
hTTij in Eq. (35). Finally, we use h
TT
ij to solve the modified
equations for φ, βi, and α, Eqs. (20, 22, 29). For each step
we use different methods according to the mathematical
characteristics of each equation.
The equation for the Newtonian potential U is a lin-
ear Poisson equation with compact support sources, and
hence standard methods for Poisson equations like inte-
gral solvers can be used to obtain a numerical solution.
For an equation of the form
∆ˆu(x) = f(x), (41)
the solution for the potential u can be expanded in ax-
isymmetry as
u(x) = − 1
4π
∫
d3x′
√
γˆ
f(x)
|x− x′|
= −1
2
∞∑
l=0
Pl(µ)
(
u
(l)
in (x) + u
(l)
out(x)
)
, (42)
where
u
(l)
in (x) =
1
rl+1
∫
|x′|<R
dr′ dµ′ f(x′)r′l+2Pl(µ′), (43)
u
(l)
out(x) = r
l
∫
|x′|>R
dr′ dµ′ f(x′)
1
r′l−1
Pl(µ
′). (44)
Here Pl are the Legendre polynomials, and µ = cos θ.
We numerically integrate Eqs. (43, 44) by assuming f(x′)
to be constant inside each computational cell, integrat-
ing over r′ and θ′ analytically within each cell, and then
adding up the partial integrals to obtain the solution at ev-
ery grid point of the computational domain. This method
has been described and tested in Mu¨ller & Steinmetz
(1995) and Zwerger (1995), and successfully used by
Zwerger & Mu¨ller (1997) to calculate the Newtonian po-
tential in axisymmetric core collapse simulations.
The equations (30–34) for the intermediate potentials,
which are needed to compute the second post-Newtonian
corrections to CFC, can in general be solved separately
as a scalar Poisson equation for S, three vector Poisson
equations for Si, Ti, andRi, and a tensor Poisson equation
for Sij . In the axisymmetric case we can take advantage
of some additional simplifications: The ϕ-component of
the vector-Poisson equations decouples from the r- and
θ-components, and the rϕ- and θϕ-components of the
tensor-Poisson equation decouple from all other compo-
nents, even though e.g. ∆ˆSi 6= (∆ˆS)i (similar for the other
vectors and tensor), which means that the various compo-
nents in general couple to each other. Therefore, the equa-
tions can be grouped into 9 sets of linear elliptic equations:
four sets of one equation, four sets of two equations, and
one set of four equations, with coupling only within the
respective set.
The discretization of each of the equations on the
{r, θ}-grid leads to 9 sparse linear matrix equations of the
type
Au = f , (45)
where u = ukij is the vector of unknowns with i, j la-
beling the grid points and k ranging from 1 to 1, 2, or
4 depending on the number of coupled components. The
vector of sources is respectively denoted as f = fkij , and
A is a matrix which does not depend on u, as the origi-
nal system is linear. The linearity of the equations allows
us to avoid an iteration scheme and to use instead the
LU decomposition method to invert A. The main advan-
tage of the LU method is that the decomposition itself
(which is the most time consuming step) only has to be
done once at the beginning. Then it can be used to calcu-
late the solution for different source vectors f during the
metric computations, which is computationally very fast
and efficient. The LU decomposition is performed using
standard LAPACK libraries for banded matrices. We use
the monopole solution of Eqs. (36–40) as explicit outer
boundary condition for the intermediate potentials. This
procedure is only accurate far from the sources, and the
matching of the metric to a monopole solution deterio-
rates if it is performed too close to a strongly gravitating
nonspherical star. As a consequence when calculating the
components of the spacetime metric we use a grid which
extends well beyond both the boundary of the star and
also the atmosphere, and apply the boundary condition
at the outer boundary of this extended vacuum grid. An
example of the influence of the location where the bound-
ary condition is applied on the accuracy of the metric
solution is presented in Sect. 5.1. Although the nonlin-
ear metric equations for φ, α, and βi have source terms
with noncompact support, the location of the outer grid
boundary has much less influence on the accuracy of the
numerical solution (see Dimmelmeier et al. (2004)).
At this stage we have a numerical solution for hTTij
and are ready to solve the CFC+ metric equations for
the conformal factor φ, the shift vector βi, and the lapse
function α, Eqs. (20, 22, 29). For the comparison between
CFC and CFC+ presented in Sects. 5 and 6, we also need
to solve the CFC metric equations, which, we recall, are
equivalent to the CFC+ equations up to corrections in the
metric equation for α (21). As both systems of equations
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are 5 nonlinear elliptic coupled Poisson-like equations, we
can apply the same methods to solve them. In either case,
we can write them in compact form as
∆ˆu(x) = f(x;u(x)), (46)
where u = uk = (φ, αφ, βj), and f = fk is the vector of
the respective sources. These five scalar equations for each
component of u couple to each other via the source terms
which in general depend on the various components of u.
We use a fix-point iteration scheme in combination
with the linear Poisson solver (42) described above to solve
these equations. The value of u at each iteration s, de-
noted by us, is set constant in the sources f to calculate
a new value us+1,
us+1(x) = ∆ˆ−1f (x;us(x)) . (47)
As a result the 5 previously coupled nonlinear equations
reduce to a decoupled set of 5 linear scalar Poisson equa-
tions. The solution vector us+1 at each iteration step is
obtained by solving the associated 5 Poisson equations of
the type (41) separately. After the computation of us+1
the right-hand side of Eq. (47) is updated by replacing
us → us+1, which is used as a new starting value for the
next iteration. Convergence to the desired numerical solu-
tion u is achieved when the relative variation |us+1/us−1|
of the numerical solution of u between two successive iter-
ations is smaller than a certain threshold, which we set to
10−6. In the simulations reported here the metric solver
successfully converges when using the flat metric as initial
guess in each metric computation. However, to acceler-
ate convergence, during the hydrodynamic evolution we
take the metric from the previous metric computation as
starting value for the subsequent one. Furthermore, we
cut the Legendre polynomial expansion in Eq. (42) at
l = 10. For the CFC metric equations in axisymmetry
the above method has been recently discussed in detail
in Dimmelmeier et al. (2004).
3.3. Gravitational wave extraction
For an isolated source of gravitational radiation the metric
can be considered as asymptotically flat. In the wave zone,
defined as a neighborhood of future radiative infinity I+
for which r ≫ λ/(2π), the metric can be decomposed into
the Minkowski metric ηµν plus a small linear perturbation
hradµν . By an appropriate choice of gauge it is always pos-
sible to make the latter quantity algebraically transverse
and traceless, up to quadratic corrections. At the linear
order we have then
hradij = P
TTkl
ij (γkl − γˆkl), (48)
where PTTklij = γˆi(pγˆq)j
[(
npnk − γˆpk) (nqnl − γˆql) −
(npnq − γˆpq) (nknl − γˆkl) /2] stands for the algebraic
transverse traceless projector. We note that the above
expression stays invariant with respect to asymptotically
Minkowskian gauge transformations of the 3-metric. It in-
volves only two independent components, h+ and h×, rep-
resenting the two degrees of freedom of the gravitational
waves.
At linear order in the wave zone, hradij can be approxi-
mated by means of the Newtonian quadrupole formula in
some Bondi-like coordinate system. In this representation,
the waveform depends only on the second time derivative
(denoted by a double dot) of the mass quadrupole moment
Qij of the source:
hradij (x, t) ≈ hquadij (x, t) = PTTklij
2Q¨kl(tret)
r
. (49)
with the retarded time tret = t − r/c. The argument of
Q¨kl in the ADM gauge is not simply equal to t − r/c.
It also contains a logarithmic correction (Scha¨fer 1990)
−2 (M + O(1/c2))G ln[r/(cη)]/c3 + O(G2), where η de-
notes an arbitrary constant with the dimension of time
that cancels a term entering the first tail contribution. For
large distances near future null infinity I+, this correction
cannot be neglected, but it may be omitted in investiga-
tions focusing on time dependences as it depends on r
only. Following Finn (1989), the time derivatives in the
standard quadrupole formula can be replaced by spatial
derivatives making use of the equations of motion. This
yields the so-called stress formula,
Q¨ij = 2
∫
d3x
√
γˆD∗
[
γˆk<iγˆj>lv
kvl + xkγˆk<i∇ˆj>U
]
,
(50)
where the brackets <> denote the symmetric and trace-
free sets of indices, e.g. γˆk<i∇ˆj>U = (γˆki∇ˆjU +
γˆkj∇ˆiU)/2− γˆij∇ˆkU/3.
In axisymmetry, hradij has only one degree of freedom,
h+. In the quadrupole approximation and in spherical co-
ordinates, it takes the form
hquad+ (x, t) =
1
8
√
15
π
sin2 θ
AE220 (t− r/c)
r
, (51)
with AE220 ∝ Q¨θθ being the amplitude of the quadrupole
signal. The above formula allows us to calculate waveforms
directly from the sources, with no need of knowing the
dynamical part of the metric. It may be used with profit in
the CFC approximation, for which the metric is isotropic
and has therefore no gravitational wave content.
In the CFC+ approach, the non-conformal part of the
3-metric in the near zone at the dominant (second) post-
Newtonian order, h2PNij , is the solution of the pseudo-
Poisson equation (26), where the remainder O(1/c6) has
been removed. This equation has an elliptic character, so
that the information it carries propagates instantaneously.
As a result, h2PNij is neither wave-like nor associated to
any retardation effects, reflecting the fact that the post-
Newtonian expansion is only valid at distances comparable
to the wavelength of the system λ. By contrast, we know
that the full non-conformally flat part hfullij of the 3-metric
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carries the dynamical degrees of freedom of the gravita-
tional field. This indicates a relation between hfullij and
hradij near I+ (they are indeed equal). Now, remarkably, it
turns out that there is also a link between h2PNij and the
radiative metric. As explained in Appendix D, the alge-
braic transverse traceless projection of the former quan-
tity evaluated at retarded time tret behaves as h
quad
ij /8 at
future null infinity, PTTklij h
2PN
kl (x, tret) ∼ hquadij /8, or in
components,
h2PN+ (x, tret) ∼
1
8
hquad+ (x, t), (52)
h2PN× (x, tret) ∼
1
8
hquad× (x, t), (53)
where h2PN+ can be trivially calculated from the combina-
tion h+ = (h
TT
θθ − hTTϕϕ )/2, whereas h2PN× is equal to h2PNθϕ .
We see that the two polarizations extracted directly
from h2PNij in the wave zone of the true waves differ from
the quadrupole waveforms by (i) a factor 8, and (ii) the ab-
sence of retardation. The gravitational waveforms can thus
be evaluated directly from h2PN+ and h
2PN
× even though
there are no propagating gravitational waves in the CFC+
spacetime (which just means that there is no radiation
back-reaction due to energy losses caused by gravitational
waves). Furthermore, the wave amplitude can be deduced
solely from h2PN+ in the axisymmetric case.
In our simulations we extract the waveforms at a dis-
tance r ∼ 50λ/(2π) in the equatorial plane. This en-
sures that we are indeed in the wave zone of the true
waves where the Newtonian quadrupole formula applies.
We have checked that h2PN+ ∝ sin2 θ/r there, so that the
gravitational wave amplitude AE220 is approximately con-
stant independent of the radius r or angle θ (except near
the rotation axis where h2PN+ vanishes). Due to the small-
ness of h2PN+ for r ≫ λ/(2π), some numerical error appears
in the cancellations of the different terms in Eq. (35). That
yields an offset in the gravitational wave signal that can
be corrected as follows:
h2PN corrected+ = h
2PN
+ − a γˆijh2PNij . (54)
Although the term γˆijh2PNij should be zero in principle, it
is numerically comparable to h2PNij in the wave zone; the
parameter a corrects the offset in the waveforms.
Notice that the link between h2PNij and h
full
ij is trivial in
the near zone, where the post-Newtonian approximation
is valid: hfullij ≈ h2PNij . We shall denote their common value
as hTTij henceforth.
4. Initial models
As initial models to describe either rotating neutron stars
or rotating stellar cores at the onset of gravitational col-
lapse we construct uniformly or differentially rotating rel-
ativistic polytropes in equilibrium. These are obtained us-
ing Hachisu’s self-consistent field (HSCF) method as de-
scribed in Komatsu et al. (1989a,b), which solves the gen-
eral relativistic hydrostatic equations for self-gravitating
rotating matter distributions, whose pressure obeys the
polytropic relation
P = Kργ , (55)
where K is the polytropic constant and γ is the adiabatic
index. The gauge used in the HSCF method is maximal
slicing with quasi-isotropic coordinates (MSQI). The most
general metric to describe these objects in the MSQI gauge
is
ds2 = −e2ν˜dt˜2 + e2α˜(dr˜2 + r˜2dθ˜2)
+ e2β˜ r˜2 sin θ˜2(dϕ˜− ω˜dt˜)2, (56)
where {t˜, r˜, θ˜, ϕ˜} are the coordinates in the MSQI gauge,
and ν˜, α˜, β˜, and ω˜ are metric potentials. Hereafter quanti-
ties with a tilde are in the MSQI gauge, and all other quan-
tities are in the ADM gauge. The hydrostatic equilibrium
equations can be numerically integrated by prescribing a
value for the central density ρc, the rotation rate (selected
by setting a ratio of polar radius rp to equatorial radius
re), and choosing a rotation law. As it is commonly done
in the literature we use
Ω = Ωc
A2
A2 + d2
(57)
as rotation law, where Ω is the angular velocity of the
fluid as measured from infinity, Ωc its value at the cen-
ter, and d = r sin θ the distance to the rotation axis. The
positive constant A parametrizes the rate of differential
rotation, with A → ∞ for a rigid rotator and A . re for
differentially rotating stars.
For the study of rotating neutron stars, we choose
the polytropic EOS (55) with K = 1.456 × 105 (in cgs
units) and γ = 2. We have constructed a sequence of
uniformly rotating models with a central density ρc =
7.95× 1014 g cm−3, and a ratio rp/re of polar to equato-
rial coordinate radius ranging from 1.00 (spherical model;
labeled RNS0) to 0.65 (rapidly rotating model near the
mass-shedding limit; labeled RNS5). A summary of impor-
tant quantities specifying these models is given in Table 1.
Note also that models with this choice of parameters are of
widespread use in the literature (see e.g. Font et al. (2002)
or Dimmelmeier et al. (2004) and references therein) and
will be used in this work for comparison with previous
results obtained with independent codes.
To model a stellar iron core as initial model for simu-
lating rotational stellar core collapse to a neutron star we
again utilize the HSCF method with the EOS parameters
K = 4.897×1014 (in cgs units) and γ = 4/3, chosen to ap-
proximate the pressure profile in a degenerate electron gas.
The initial central density is set to ρc ini = 10
10 g cm−3.
Again each initial model is further determined by its ro-
tation profile parameter A and the rotation rate, which is
specified by the axis ratio rp/re or equivalently by the ra-
tio of rotational energy and gravitational binding energy,
β = T/|W |.
Following Dimmelmeier et al. (2002a) we use a hy-
brid EOS in the core collapse simulations. This EOS con-
sists of a polytropic part Pp = Kρ
γ plus a thermal part
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Table 1. Equatorial radius re, axis ratio rp/re, angu-
lar velocity Ω, and ADM mass MADM for a sequence
of uniformly rotating neutron stars used in this paper.
Along the sequence the rotation rate increases, from the
spherical model RNS0 to the most rapidly rotating model
RNS5, which rotates near the mass shedding limit at
ΩK = 5.363 kHz.
Model re [km] rp/re Ω/ΩK MADM [M⊙]
RNS0 14.1 1.00 0.00 1.40
RNS1 16.2 0.95 0.42 1.44
RNS2 17.3 0.85 0.70 1.51
RNS3 18.7 0.75 0.87 1.59
RNS4 19.6 0.70 0.93 1.63
RNS5 20.7 0.65 0.98 1.67
Table 2. Parameters used in the core collapse simulations.
The initial models are differentially rotating stellar cores
specified by the parameter A controling the degree of dif-
ferential rotation (cf. Eq. (57)) and the ratio of rotational
to potential energy, β = T/|W |. The collapse is initiated
by reducing γ from its initial value 4/3 to γ1. Additionally,
the values for the initial equatorial radius re and the initial
ADM mass MADM are given. The label AxByGz of each
model is a combination of the initial rotation parameters
A and β (AxBy) and the value of γ1 during collapse (Gz).
Model A β re MADM γ1
[103 km] [%] [km] [M⊙]
A1B3G3 50.0 0.89 2247 1.46 1.31
A1B3G5 50.0 0.89 2247 1.46 1.28
A2B4G5 1.0 1.81 1739 1.50 1.28
A4B5G5 0.5 4.03 1249 1.61 1.28
Pth = (γth − 1)ǫth, where γth = 1.5 and ǫth = ǫ − ǫp.
The thermal contribution is chosen to take into account
the rise of thermal energy due to shock heating. Details
of this EOS can be found in Dimmelmeier et al. (2002a).
Gravitational collapse is initiated by slightly decreasing γ
from its initial value to γ1 < 4/3. As ρ reaches nuclear
density ρnuc = 2.0 × 1014 g cm−3, we raise γ to γ2 = 2.5
and adjust K accordingly to maintain monotonicity of the
pressure. Due to this stiffening of the EOS the core un-
dergoes a bounce. In Table 2 we present the main proper-
ties of models A1B3G3, A1B3G5, A2B4G5, and A4B5G5
used in this work to study core collapse. These models are
identical to those with the same labels in the comprehen-
sive core collapse study performed by Dimmelmeier et al.
(2002b).
We note that when evolving the initial models con-
structed on the basis of the HSCF method (which uses
the MSQI gauge) with the CFC+ evolution code (which
uses the ADM gauge), we have to consider that in general
the two gauges differ. This could potentially lead to an un-
suitable matching of the data describing the initial models
when evolved with the numerical code. Let us consider the
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Fig. 1. Deviation from conformal flatness along the equa-
torial plane for a typical rotating stellar core initial model
(model A1B3; solid line), and for a typical rotating neu-
tron star in equilibrium with axis ratio rp/re = 0.7 (model
RNS4; dashed line). The vertical dotted line indicates the
equatorial stellar radius for the neutron star.
most general metric in a generic dynamic scenario,
γij = φ
4γˆij + h
TT
ij (ADM gauge), (58)
γ˜ij = φ˜
4γˆij + γ˜<ij> (MSQI gauge), (59)
In general γ˜<ij> is not transverse, so that the ADM gauge
and the MSQI gauge differ. To quantify the differences
between both gauges it is relevant to compare the traceless
part of the 3-metric γ<ij> and the trace γˆ
ijγij = 3φ
4
itself. For an equilibrium stellar model constructed within
the MSQI gauge one obtains
γ˜<ij> = (γ˜rr − γ˜ϕϕ) diag
(
1
3
,
1
3
,−2
3
)
. (60)
In Fig. 1 we plot equatorial profiles of |γ˜rr− γ˜ϕϕ|/(γˆij γ˜ij)
for (i) the equilibrium model A1B3 used as initial data
for core collapse simulations (lower curve; cf. Table 2),
and for (ii) the equilibrium rotating neutron star model
RNS4 (upper curve; cf. Table 1). In both cases, especially
in the (only weakly relativistic) collapse initial model, we
observe that deviations from conformal flatness are negli-
gible. This fact makes the initial models built with HSCF
method suitable for time evolution in the CFC approxi-
mation. It also shows that the differences between both
gauges are very small, namely of the same order of magni-
tude as γ˜<ij>. Consequently, the use of initial models com-
puted in the MSQI gauge for evolutions using the ADM
gauge is entirely justified since the differences are negligi-
ble and only appear at the second post-Newtonian order.
5. Rotating neutron stars
5.1. Effects of the boundary on the metric solution
As mentioned in Sect. 3.2 the location where the bound-
ary conditions for the CFC+ intermediate potentials are
imposed can have a significant influence on the accuracy
of the metric solution. Additionally, the extension of the
numerical grid is also of paramount importance for the
numerical computation of the CFC equations for the con-
formal factor, the shift vector, and the lapse function. As
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Fig. 2. Effects of the outer boundary conditions on the
equatorial radial profile of the intermediate potential Sr
(top panel) and the metric component hTTrr (bottom panel)
for the rotating neutron star model RNS4. Zero-value
boundary conditions are imposed at 62 km (dashed line),
at 104 km (dashed-dotted line), at 106 km (dashed-dot-
dotted line), and at 1011 km (solid line). Alternatively,
monopole boundary conditions are imposed at 62 km
(open boxes) and at 106 km (filled circles). Overplotted
to Sr is the monopole behavior (dotted line).
the sources of these equations have non-compact support,
it is necessary to integrate out far enough in radius to
obtain the desired accuracy of the numerical solution.
To accomplish this we use an extended (vacuum) grid
going far beyond the actual stellar boundary. Monopole
behavior at the outer boundary of this vacuum domain
has been checked by comparing with calculations done
imposing zero values for the potentials as outer bound-
ary conditions at extremely large distances (see Fig. 2).
Convergence tests with different parameters for the outer
grid (number of cells, distance of the outer boundary, am-
plification factor of the grid) have been performed. The
conclusion of these tests is that for simulations of rotating
neutron stars we need to use a numerical grid consisting
of nθ = 30 angular cells and nr = 250 radial cells (of
which 100 are equally spaced inside the neutron star and
150 are logarithmically spaced for the atmosphere) to cor-
rectly capture the conformally flat part of the metric. In
order to impose outer boundary conditions for the CFC+
metric potentials, an extra grid of 70 radial cells extending
out to 106 km needs to be added.
5.2. CFC+ corrections to the 3-metric
We turn now to measure the magnitude of the CFC+ cor-
rections to the metric of our sample of rotating neutron
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Fig. 3. Radial profiles at the equator of the non-vanishing
components of hTTij for the sequence of models RNS0 to
RNS5. The strength of the correction hTTij increases with
the rotation rate. The equatorial radius of each model is
given in Table 1.
star models (cf. Table 1). First, from the distribution of
the hydrodynamic variables in the equilibrium models pro-
vided by the HSCF method we recompute the CFC+ met-
ric components. For equilibrium configurations, i.e. in an
axisymmetric stationary spacetime, the components hTTrϕ
and hTTθϕ vanish. All other components are shown in Fig. 3
for different models with increasing rotation rate. Note
that as discussed in Sect. 4 the ADM gauge is not quasi-
isotropic in the CFC+ approach, because hTTrθ 6= 0 and
hTTrr 6= hTTθθ . Therefore, a direct comparison with the full
general relativistic metric calculated in the MSQI gauge is
not possible. As expected, hTTij vanishes for the spherical
case RNS0, in which both CFC and CFC+ agree exactly
with general relativity, and there is no traceless and trans-
verse part. As we increase the rotation rate from RNS1 to
RNS5, the value of hTTij increases, resulting in a depar-
ture of the metric from conformal flatness. As hTTij is a
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Table 3. Frequencies of small-amplitude quasi-radial pul-
sations for model RNS4. We compare the frequencies ob-
tained from simulations with the present code (using ei-
ther the CFC or the CFC+ approximation) with those
obtained independently from a 3D full general relativistic
code (GR). The results are extracted from time evolutions
where the spacetime metric is kept fixed (Cowling approx-
imation). The relative differences between the CFC+ and
the GR code are shown in the last column.
Mode fCFC fCFC+ fGR Rel. diff.
[kHz] [kHz] [kHz] [%]
F 2.48 2.48 2.468 0.5
H1 4.39 4.39 4.344 1.1
H2 6.30 6.30 6.250 0.8
correction to the conformally flat 3-metric (which is of or-
der unity, φ ∼ 1), it can be shown that even in our most
extreme case RNS5, which is very near to the mass shed-
ding limit, the values of hTTij amount to a correction of
only about 1%. Therefore, qualitative differences with re-
spect to the CFC approximation are not expected in the
dynamics of such objects.
5.3. Oscillations of rotating neutron stars
A further test of the new approximation for the metric is
provided by the study of pulsations of rotating neutron
stars. To this aim we perturb the neutron star models de-
scribed in Sect. 4 with a density perturbation of the form
ρpert = ρ [1 + a cos(πr/(2re))], where a is an arbitrary
parameter controlling the strength of the perturbation.
The perturbed models are evolved in time in two different
ways, either considering coupled evolutions for the hydro-
dynamics and the metric, or evolving only the hydrody-
namics in a fixed background metric corresponding to the
metric provided by the elliptic solvers at the first time step
(an approximation commonly referred to in the literature
as the Cowling approximation). Both metric approxima-
tions, CFC and CFC+, are used to compare the respective
results.
The oscillations of the stars can be observed in vari-
ous hydrodynamic and metric quantities. In particular we
monitor the central density ρc, the radial velocity vr at
half the stellar radius, and the gravitational wave ampli-
tudes AE220 extracted with the quadrupole formula. When
Fourier transforming the time evolution of these quanti-
ties, distinctive peaks appear at the same (discrete) fre-
quencies for any of these variables. Those frequencies can
be identified with the quasi-normal modes of pulsation
of the star, as described in Font et al. (2000). To further
validate our approach we present the quasi-normal modes
calculated in the CFC and CFC+ approximation in com-
parison with those reported by Font et al. (2002), which
are calculated with a 3D code in full general relativity
(without any approximation).
Table 4. Fundamental mode frequency fF of small-
amplitude quasi-radial pulsations for a sequence of rotat-
ing polytropes with increasing ratio of polar to equatorial
radius rp/re. We compare the frequencies obtained from
simulations with the present code using either the CFC or
the CFC+ approximation with those obtained indepen-
dently from a 3D full general relativistic code (GR). The
results are extracted from coupled spacetime metric and
hydrodynamic time evolutions. The relative differences be-
tween the CFC+ and the GR code are shown in the last
column.
Model rp/re f
CFC
F f
CFC+
F f
GR
F Rel. diff.
[kHz] [kHz] [kHz] [%]
RNS0 1.00 1.43 1.43 1.450 1.4
RNS1 0.95 1.40 1.40 1.411 0.8
RNS2 0.85 1.34 1.34 1.350 0.7
RNS3 0.75 1.27 1.27 1.265 0.4
RNS4 0.70 1.24 1.24 1.247 0.6
RNS5 0.65 1.21 1.21 1.195 1.0
Table 3 shows the mode-frequencies for the fundamen-
tal mode (F), as well as for the first (H1) and second (H2)
harmonics obtained in evolutions of model RNS4 in which
the spacetime metric is kept fixed (Cowling approxima-
tion). The accuracy in the frequency values depends on
the total time of the evolution, increasing as the evolution
is extended. We have evolved all models for 30 ms, finding
no significant deviations in the hydrodynamic profiles with
respect to the original profiles of the equilibrium models.
For such an evolution time the FFT yields a maximum
frequency resolution of 0.03 kHz. Table 3 shows that no
differences can be observed between the mode-frequencies
computed with CFC and CFC+, and that, in addition,
there is very good agreement with the general relativistic
results since the reported values are within the affordable
resolution in frequency.
The corresponding results for the case of coupled evo-
lutions of the spacetime metric and the hydrodynamics are
shown in Tables 4 and 5 for the fundamental mode and
the first harmonic, respectively. In these simulations, for
the sake of computational efficiency and without affecting
the dynamics, the metric is calculated every 100th hydro-
dynamic time steps and extrapolated in between, as ex-
plained in Dimmelmeier et al. (2002a). As in the Cowling
simulations, all models are evolved for 30 ms. Even for
the more rapidly rotating models, no differences in the
frequencies from the CFC and CFC+ simulations can be
found. This result can again be explained by the small-
ness of the components of hTTij , which does not modify
the dynamics considerably. Furthermore, the results agree
to high precision with the GR results of Font et al. (2002)
within the limits set by the temporal and spatial resolu-
tion.
We emphasize that, for accurately extracting the os-
cillation mode frequencies, the code has to maintain the
initial equilibrium configuration in a hydrodynamical evo-
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Fig. 4. Time evolution of hydrodynamic and metric quantities for the regular collapse model A1B3G3 (left) and the
rapid collapse model A1B3G5 (right). The top panels show the central density ρc (solid line) and lapse function αc
(dashed line). Both the CFC and the CFC+ results overlap. Nuclear matter density ρnuc is indicated by the horizontal
dotted line. The second panels from the top display the relative difference σ of ρc (solid line) and αc (dashed line)
between the simulation using CFC and CFC+. In the third panels the CFC+ evolution of the absolute value of hTTrr
(solid line), hTTθθ (dashed line), h
TT
ϕϕ (dashed-dotted line), as well as the trace of h
TT
ij (dotted line) is shown, all measured
at the center of the star. Note that hTTrr and h
TT
ϕϕ cannot be discerned, as they practically overlap. The bottom panels
depict the evolution of the maximum absolute value of hTTrθ (solid line), h
TT
rϕ (dashed line), and h
TT
θϕ (dashed-dotted
line), respectively. Again the latter two quantities closely coincide. The vertical dotted line in all panels marks the
time of bounce tb.
Table 5. Same as Table 4 but for the frequency fH1 of
the first harmonic mode. In the model RNS5 this harmonic
was not sufficiently excited by the perturbation chosen for
a clear identification of its frequency.
Model rp/re f
CFC
H1 f
CFC+
H1 f
GR
H1 Rel. diff.
[kHz] [kHz] [kHz] [%]
RNS0 1.00 3.97 3.97 3.958 0.3
RNS1 0.95 3.87 3.87 3.852 0.5
RNS2 0.85 3.95 3.95 3.867 2.0
RNS3 0.75 3.98 3.98 4.031 1.3
RNS4 0.70 4.02 4.02 3.887 2.0
RNS5 0.65 — — 3.717 —
lution for many rotation periods (usually several tens of
periods). Independently of the approximation assumed for
the metric (either CFC or CFC+) and the (small) gauge
mismatch, we have tested that our code is able to perform
that task successfully.
6. Rotational core collapse
We now present results of simulations of rotational core
collapse to neutron stars. The core collapse models we
have selected (see Table 2) are representative for the dif-
ferent types of collapse dynamics and gravitational ra-
diation waveforms observed in the CFC simulations of
Dimmelmeier et al. (2002a): A1B3G5 as type I (regular
collapse), A2B4G5 as type II (multiple bounce collapse),
A1B3G5 as type III (rapid collapse), and A4B5G5 as a
case with extreme rotation, i.e. a strongly and highly dif-
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Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4 for the multiple bounce collapse model A2B4G1 (left) and the extremely rotating collapse
model A4B5G5 (right). Both models centrifugally bounce before reaching ρnuc. Note that for model A4B5G5 we plot
the maximum density ρmax instead of ρc, as this model has a toroidal density configuration.
ferentially rotating core with an initial torus-like structure
which is strongly enhanced during collapse. We use a nu-
merical grid consisting of nθ = 30 equally spaced angu-
lar cells and nr = 300 logarithmically spaced radial cells
covering the star. In order to calculate hTTij and extract
waveforms, an extra grid of 300 radial cells extendig out to
1011 km needs to be added (600 cells for model A2B4G1).
6.1. Collapse dynamics
In Figs. 4 and 5 we compare the time evolution of se-
lected matter and metric quantities for all four collapse
models considered using both the CFC and the CFC+
approximation. We show the time evolution of the cen-
tral density ρc, which is a representative quantity of the
hydrodynamic evolution. We present ρc for all models ex-
cept model A4B5G5 for which the time evolution of the
maximum density ρmax is used instead. In this model the
density maximum is not attained at the center due to
the strong differential rotation. The evolution of the cen-
tral density in models A1B3G3 and A1B3G5 (see Fig. 4)
shows a distinctive rise during collapse until ρc reaches
its maximum at the time of bounce tb (at tb ∼ 49 ms
and tb ∼ 30 ms, respectively). Later on the density os-
cillates around the new equilibrium value of the compact
remnant (which can be identified with the new-born proto-
neutron star). These oscillations are highly damped due to
the presence of an extended stellar envelope surrounding
the proto-neutron star. Note that in models A2B4G1 and
A4B5G5 (see Fig. 5) the collapse is stopped by rotation be-
fore nuclear matter density is reached, as strong centrifu-
gal forces build up during the collapse. Hence, the evolu-
tion of model A2B4G1 is characterized by the presence of
consecutive multiple bounces, while the centrifugal hang-
up in model A4B5G5 causes a single bounce below nuclear
matter density, leaving a low density proto-neutron star
behind.
The top panels of Figs. 4 and 5 also show the central
lapse function αc (dashed line; labels on the right vertical
axis). In the CFC+ approach the new hTTij terms directly
couple to the metric equation (29) for α, while they couple
indirectly to the metric equations for φ and βi through α
itself. The evolution of the lapse closely mirrors that of the
density, decreasing while the density increases, i.e. while
the star contracts, and vice-versa.
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For the four collapse models considered here, there is
no direct visual evidence of discrepancies between the CFC
and CFC+ results. The corresponding curves for CFC and
CFC+ in the top panels of Figs. 4 and 5 coincide per-
fectly in the case of both the lapse function and the den-
sity. Therefore, as no appreciable differences are visible,
we plot in the second panels (from the top) of these fig-
ures the relative differences σ of these two quantities be-
tween CFC and CFC+. Maximum differences of the order
of ∼ 1% are found in the density evolution (solid line) for
the strongly differentially rotating models A2B4G1 and
A4B5G5 (see Fig. 5). In the two other models the dif-
ferences are two orders of magnitude smaller. The lapse
function (dashed line) shows even smaller differences be-
tween CFC and CFC+, the maximum values of σ being
smaller than 0.1% even for the rapidly rotating models.
The time evolution of the diagonal components of
hTTij at the center (r = 0) are also plotted in Figs. 4
and 5 (third panels from the top), along with the trace
of hTTij . Correspondingly, the maximum absolute values of
the off-diagonal terms of hTTij are displayed in the pan-
els at the bottom. As expected, the various components
of hTTij arise and increase when deviations from sphericity
occur. The profiles show that in all collapse simulations
hTTij is quite small in comparison with the isotropic part
which is of order unity. It can be seen that models with
strong gravity but small asphericities (as A1B3G3) and
models with weaker gravity but more apparent deviations
from sphericity (as A2B4G1 or A4B5G5) all reach values
for hTTij of similar magnitude. Note that the components
hTTrϕ and h
TT
θϕ rapidly decrease after the bounce, because
a quasi-equilibrium configuration is reached in the new-
born proto-neutron star. In all cases considered the trace
of hTTij is much smaller than the h
TT
ij components them-
selves, i.e. numerically hTTij is traceless to high accuracy,
and also remains traceless during the entire evolution. In
addition, we have checked the transverse character of hTTij ,
i.e. ∇ihTTij = 0. The latter expression is found to be com-
patible with zero, as the dimensionless quantity r∇ihTTij
is much smaller than hTTij .
The radial profiles of hTTij are very similar for all col-
lapse models we have analyzed except for model A4B5G5
that collapses off-center, with a torus-like structure. In
Fig. 6 we compare this model with a model in which
the maximum density is reached at the center (A1B3G3).
The profiles are depicted at the instant of maximum den-
sity (tb = 48.9 ms for model A1B3G3 and tb = 31.2 ms
for model A4B5G5) and at the end of the simulation,
when the system has reached an equilibrium state. For
the spheroidal model A1B3G3 the maximum values of
hTTij are reached at the center, and the components h
TT
θθ
and hTTϕϕ have local maxima inside the star. However, in
the toroidal model A4B5G5 the maximum values are off-
centered, while the three components exhibit their peak
value inside the torus. Note that the strong deviations
from sphericity generate in model A4B5G5 larger values
of hTTij than in model A1B3G3 at the time of bounce, but
once the torus collapses to the final oblate star, the values
become smaller than for the regular collapse model.
Table 6 summarizes the results of all collapse simula-
tions, including relevant information to calculate the size
of the near zone λ/(2π) needed for the gravitational wave
extraction which we discuss next.
6.2. Gravitational radiation waveforms
Gravitational waves from the collapse simulations dis-
cussed in the preceding section have been calculated for
both the CFC and the CFC+ approximation of the field
equations, using the quadrupole formula. In addition, in
the case of CFC+ they have also been extracted directly
from hTTij evaluated in the wave zone. The radial exten-
sion of the near zone λ/(2π) can be calculated from the
approximate size of the source re and the typical timescale
of gravitational wave emission 1/fmax. Results for each
collapse model are listed in Table 6, which also gives the
distance rex at which the waveforms are actually extracted
from hTTij . For all models this distance is much larger than
λ/(2π) (by a factor of about 50), which ensures that the
wave extraction is done in the wave zone far away from
the sources.
The gravitational waveforms are displayed in the top
panels of Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. The waveforms ex-
tracted using the quadrupole formula (solid lines) are very
similar for CFC and CFC+ and would not be discernible
in the figures. Thus, only the CFC+ waveforms are plot-
ted, along with the absolute differences σabs with respect
to CFC (shown in the bottom panels of each figure). For
all collapse models considered the differences are smaller
than 0.1% of the signal maximum. This is expected from
the fact that the quadrupole formula involves an integral
of hydrodynamic quantities, and from the observation that
the modifications in the collapse dynamics between CFC
and CFC+ are not significant, as mentioned in Sect. 6.1.
Concerning the waveforms extracted directly from hTTij
(dashed and dotted lines in Figs. 7 and 8), it can be
seen that when directly using Eq. (52) to calculate the
wave amplitude AE220 , the resulting signals are larger at
bounce for all models. After bounce these signals show
an offset for the models with stronger gravity (A1B3G3
and A1B3G5, see Fig. 7), where the waveform amplitude
should actually approach zero, because the pulsations of
the new-born proto-neutron star are rapidly damped and
the star tends towards an equilibrium state. If the signals
are corrected by means of Eq. (54), the offset disappears
and the gravitational wave amplitude agrees remarkably
well with the waveforms calculated with the quadrupole
amplitude. Although the extraction methods are not re-
ally independent, the agreement found between the two
ways of calculating waveforms in the CFC+ approach is a
consistency check for the calculation of the hTTij , because
the asymptotic behavior given by Eq. (52) can be assessed
numerically this way.
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Table 6. Summary of various quantities that characterize the different core collapse models. The table shows the time
of bounce tb, the maximum density at bounce ρb, the maximum density reached after the bounce ρf , the gravitational
wave amplitude at bounce
∣∣AE220 ∣∣b as measured using the quadrupole formula, the dominant frequency of oscillations
of the proto-neutron stars fmax, the radius of the star after bounce and ringdown re f (defined as the radial location
along the equator where the density first falls below 10% of the maximum density), the size of the near zone λ/(2π),
and the distance rex at which gravitational waves are extracted from h
TT
ij .
Model tb ρb ρf
∣∣AE220 ∣∣b fmax re f λ/(2pi) rex
[ms] [1014 g cm−3] [1014 g cm−3] [cm] [Hz] [km] [km] [103 km]
A1B3G3 48.89 4.23 3.22 1223 674 13 71 2.6
A1B3G5 30.25 4.65 3.53 131 890 9 52 2.6
A2B4G1 101.60 0.60 0.27 936 54 34 884 40.0
A4B5G5 31.23 1.78 0.096 3757 142 60 334 20.0
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Fig. 6. Radial profiles of hTTij at the equator for model A1B3G3 (left) and model A4B5G5 (right) at the time of
maximum density (upper panels) and at the final time of the simulation (lower panels). The curves plotted correspond
to hTTrr (solid line), h
TT
θθ (dashed line), h
TT
ϕϕ (dotted line), and the trace of h
TT
ij (dashed-dotted line), respectively.
The agreement holds for all cases except for
model A2B4G1, where the amplitudes obtained by the
quadrupole formula and from the hTTij differ by about 50%
both at the main bounce and at the subsequent bounces
even after the offset correction is applied. Note that for
this particular model the size of the near zone is very
large, λ/(2π) = 884 km. Therefore, an accurate extrac-
tion of the waveforms can only be performed at a radius
very far away from the star. We thus set the extraction
radius rex = 4 × 104 km. As a consequence the extended
grid needs to be covered with at least 600 radial zones in
order to avoid too extreme logarithmic cell spacing, which
would be the source of numerical inaccuracies in the fall-
off behavior when solving the elliptic equations with finite
difference methods.
7. Conclusions
We have presented a new approximation for the Einstein
field equations, which we call CFC+. We have tested its
suitability for simulations of rotating neutron star space-
times, both for equilibrium models and for configurations
which are formed after gravitational core collapse. This
approach is based on second order post-Newtonian cor-
rections from conformal flatness, i.e. CFC+ represents an
extension of the CFC (or Isenberg–Wilson–Mathews) ap-
proximation. The derivation of the extended system of
equations has been presented in great detail, as well as
the boundary conditions to apply when numerically solv-
ing them. All CFC+ field equations have elliptic charac-
ter, since at second post-Newtonian order the hyperbolic
character of the Einstein equations disappears. This is a
consequence of the fact that the time derivatives of hTTij
appear first at the 2.5th post-Newtonian order.
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Fig. 7. Gravitational wave amplitude AE220 computed with the CFC+ approximation of the spacetime metric for the
regular collapse model A1B3G3 (left) and the rapid collapse model A1B3G5 (right). Depicted in the top panels are the
waveforms extracted using the quadrupole formula (solid line) and extracted directly from hTTij with (dashed line) or
without (dashed-dotted line) corrections for the offset after core bounce. The lower panels show the absolute difference
σabs of the quadrupole waveforms obtained using the CFC+ and CFC approximation of the spacetime metric. The
vertical dotted line marks the time of bounce tb.
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7 for the multiple bounce model A2B4G1 (left) and the extremely rotating collapse model A4B5G5
(right).
We note in passing that solving elliptic equations en-
sures the numerical stability of the solution and avoids the
numerical problems sometimes encountered in long-term
evolutions of strongly gravitating systems when using the
3+1 formulation of general relativity. On the other hand,
the price to pay for using this approximation is that grav-
itational radiation reaction on the dynamics, caused by
gravitational waves carrying away energy and angular mo-
mentum from the system, is absent. However, in the case
of models where a comparison of our results to fully gen-
eral relativistic results is possible, we have checked that
the absence of gravitational back-reaction does not affect
the results significantly. In scenarios such as the merging of
compact binaries (not investigated here), this effect would
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indeed be important, but only at late times. Hence, CFC+
should also be a good approximation to model phenomena
occurring on dynamical timescales such as the final stages
of the plunge and merger.
We have compared the new CFC+ approximation with
the CFC approach used by Dimmelmeier et al. (2002a,b)
in two different scenarios, oscillating relativistic stars and
core collapse to a neutron star. In the case of pulsating
neutron stars, we find that there are no differences in the
calculation of the quasi-radial normal mode frequencies of
those objects, even in the most extreme situations consid-
ered when the star is rotating at the maximum allowed
rate (i.e. at the mass-shedding limit). It has been pos-
sible to compare our results directly with fully general
relativistic computations and, again, a very close agree-
ment is found. Furthermore, our simulations of stellar
core collapse to neutron stars covered well the basic mor-
phology and dynamics of core collapse types studied by
Dimmelmeier et al. (2002b), including the extreme case
of a core with strong differential rotation and torus-like
structure. Once more, no significant differences between
the two approximations are observed. Therefore, we can
conclude that second post-Newtonian corrections to CFC
do not significantly improve the results when simulating
the dynamics of core collapse to a neutron star as well as
when investigating the evolution of neutron stars in equi-
librium.
Regarding the gravitational wave extraction we have
not observed any substantial differences between CFC and
CFC+ as well. The comparison has been carried out using
the quadrupole formula, commonly employed in the liter-
ature to extract gravitational waveforms. In addition we
have also calculated the gravitational waves directly from
the hTTij , which permits a straightforward use of the space-
time metric to study the gravitational wave generation
mechanism from the near zone to the wave zone. Although
the waveforms computed with the latter approach cannot
be regarded as an independent way of calculating gravita-
tional wave signals, it nevertheless provides a good consis-
tency check of the CFC+ approximation that has served
to validate the numerical scheme we use to calculate hTTij .
The main conclusion of this work is the assessment
of the CFC approximation as a highly suitable alterna-
tive to the full Einstein equations in axisymmetric scenar-
ios, involving rotating neutron stars in equilibrium and
as end states of core collapse. These findings are sup-
ported by two facts: First, we have demonstated that sec-
ond post-Newtonian corrections do not play an important
role in neither the dynamics nor the gravitational radia-
tion waveforms of core collapse. This suggests that higher
order post-Newtonian corrections will be completely in-
significant at least on dynamic timescales. Secondly, the
direct comparison of the CFC approach with exact fully
general relativistic simulations of pulsating neutron stars
yields normal-mode frequencies in excellent agreement.
Furthermore, comparisons of the CFC approach with fully
general relativistic simulations have also recently been re-
ported by Shibata & Sekiguchi (2004a) in the context of
axisymmetric core collapse simulations. Again, the dif-
ferences found in both the dynamics and the waveforms
are minute, which highlights the suitability of CFC (and
CFC+) for performing accurate simulations of those sce-
narios without the need for solving the full system of the
Einstein equations.
With this investigation we have shown that a numeri-
cal code based on CFC is a very useful tool to investigate
core collapse to neutron stars in general relativity. This
approach is suitable to form the basis of a future core col-
lapse supernova code which can be gradually extended in
various directions to incorporate additional physics such
as realistic equations of state, magnetic fields, and eventu-
ally neutrino transport. In the near future we plan to fur-
ther validate the CFC+ equations in other scenarios where
higher densities are present (e.g. collapse to a black hole),
as well as in the fully three-dimensional case (namely to
investigate the merging of neutron stars). Such scenarios
are in principle beyond the range of applicability of the
CFC approximation, but can possibly still be handled in
a satisfactory way with the new CFC+ approach presented
in this work.
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Appendix A: Metric equation for the lapse
function in CFC+
The correction to the CFC metric up to second post-
Newtonian order may be obtained in the Hamiltonian
framework of ADM within the eponym gauge (see also
Regge & Teitelboim (1974) for an analysis in asymptot-
ically flat spacetimes and Holm (1985) for a generaliza-
tion to isolated perfect fluids). The original canonical vari-
ables are chosen to be the 3-metric γij and its conjugate
momentum c3πij/(16πG) with πij = −√γ¯(Kij − Kγij),
but once the coordinate system has been fixed, four of
the six remaining field degrees of freedom are eliminated
by imposing the Hamiltonian constraint (14) and the
three momentum constraints (15). These four field de-
grees of freedom correspond to the conformal factor φ
and to the symmetric trace-free part πijLL of the tensor
2∆ˆ−1(γˆik∇ˆk∇ˆlπjl) − ∆ˆ−2(γˆimγˆjn∇ˆk∇ˆl∇ˆm∇ˆnπkl)/2, re-
spectively.
Only two transverse trace-free (TT) field variables are
left, namely hTTij = γij−φ4γˆij on the one hand, and πijTT =
πij − πijLL on the other hand. By construction, we have:
γˆkl∇ˆkhTTil = 0, γˆijhTTij = 0, (A.1)
∇ˆjπijTT = 0, γˆijπijTT = 0. (A.2)
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The reduced Hamiltonian H is obtained by substi-
tuting φ with φ[hTTpq , π
pq
TT] and π
ij with πij [hTTpq , π
pq
TT]
in the Hamiltonian of general relativity for asymptot-
ically flat spacetimes. The contributions of the super-
Hamiltonian and super-momentum densities vanish, so
that H [matter variables, hTTpq , π
pq
TT] is given by the surface
integral defining the ADM mass “on a shell”,
H =
c4
16πG
∫
d2Sˆi
√
γˆγjk
(
∇ˆjγik − ∇ˆiγjk
)
= − c
4
2πG
∫
d3x
√
γˆ∆ˆφ, (A.3)
where the surface element dSˆi
√
γˆ refers to the flat metric.
The reduced Hamiltonian (A.3) contains the full dynami-
cal information about the system. In particular, as shown
by Regge & Teitelboim (1974), the field evolution is gov-
erned by the equations of motion
∂th
TT
ij =
16πG
c3
γˆTTklij
δH
δπklTT
, (A.4)
∂tπ
ij
TT = −
16πG
c3
γˆijTTkl
δH
δhTTkl
, (A.5)
with
γˆTTklij =
1
2
(
δki − γˆkp∆ˆ−1∇ˆi∇ˆp
)(
δlj − γˆlq∆ˆ−1∇ˆj∇ˆq
)
+
1
2
(
δkj − γˆkp∆ˆ−1∇ˆj∇ˆp
)(
δli − γˆlq∆ˆ−1∇ˆi∇ˆq
)
− 1
2
(
γˆij − ∆ˆ−1∇ˆi∇ˆj
)(
γˆkl − γˆkpγˆlq∆ˆ−1∇ˆp∇ˆq
)
,
(A.6)
and a similar formula for γˆijTTkl. The role of these op-
erators is to ensure the transverse trace-free projection
of the Fre´chet derivative δH/δπklTT and δH/δh
TT
kl , respec-
tively. The calculation of H in terms of D∗, S∗i , P , as well
as the field variables hTTij and π
ij
TT, can be done essen-
tially by eliminating φ in Eq. (A.3) with the help of the
Hamiltonian constraint (14). This is achievable in pertur-
bative treatments such as the post-Minkowskian or the
post-Newtonian ones, consisting of the formal expansion
of all quantities at play in powers of the gravitational con-
stant G or of the inverse of the square of the speed of light
1/c2.
In the course of eliminating φ, we use Eq. (14) in
a more explicit form. For this we first express the 3-
curvature R as a function of φ and hTTij . By making ex-
tensive use of the relations γij∇ˆlγjk = −γjk∇ˆlγij and
∇ˆkγ¯ = (γ¯γij)∇ˆkγij , the combination γ¯3R can be written
as (cf. Schwinger (1963))
γ¯3R = −γ¯2∇ˆi∇ˆj
(
γ¯γij
)
+
1
2
∇ˆiγ¯2∇ˆj
(
γ¯γij
)− 1
4
(
γ¯γij
) ∇ˆiγ¯∇ˆj γ¯
− 1
2
γ¯
(
γ¯γjl
) ∇ˆj (γ¯γik) ∇ˆiγkl
+
1
2
(
γ¯γik
) (
γ¯γjl
) ∇ˆj γ¯∇ˆiγkl
+
1
4
γ¯
(
γ¯γik
) ∇ˆk (γ¯γjl) ∇ˆiγjl
− 1
4
(
γ¯γjl
) (
γ¯γik
) ∇ˆkγ¯∇ˆiγjl. (A.7)
By definition, the determinant γ¯ it is equal to the an-
tisymmetric sum of products 3! γˆp[1γˆ2q γˆ3]rγp1γq2γr3 =
γˆp[iγˆjq γˆk]rγpiγqjγrk on a Cartesian grid, the square brack-
ets denoting antisymmetrization of non-underlined in-
dices. Its explicit expression is given, e.g., by Scha¨fer
(1985). Similarly, the ij-component of the comatrix γ¯γij
is known to be εikl(εrmnγˆ
jr γˆmpγˆnqγpkγql)/2, where ε
ikl is
the permutation operator. From the identity εrklεjmn =
3! δ
[r
j δ
k
mδ
l]
n it is straightforward to obtain γˆikγˆjlγ¯γˆ
kl as a
function of φ and hTTij . After inserting the relations for
γ¯ and γ¯γij in the right-hand side of Eq. (A.7), it is ex-
panded in powers of hTTij and truncated consistently at
the post-Newtonian level of hTTij h
TT
kl , denoted as O(h2).
At this point we have an expression for γ¯R as a function
of ∆ˆφ.
In addition to R, there is a second contribution to
the left-hand side of the Hamiltonian constraint surviv-
ing in the absence of matter, namely KijK
ij − K2 =
[πijπ
j
i − 12 (πii)2]/γ¯. In the ADM formulation, the momen-
tum πij decomposes into πijLL + π
ij
TT. The first term π
ij
LL
is of order 1/c3, being a sum of derivatives of Poisson in-
verse operators acting on ∇ˆjπij = O(∇jKij), which is it-
self O(1/c3) according to the momentum constraint equa-
tion. The second term, linear in hTTij , is transverse and
trace-free, hence γˆijπ
ij
TT = 0. Moreover, the ADM gauge
condition implies γˆijπ
ij = γˆijπ
ij
LL = 0.
Finally, we consider the matter source term E in the
Hamiltonian constraint. The corresponding density E∗ =√
γ¯E may be written as
16πG
c4
E∗ =
16πG
c2
{[
(D∗h)2 + φ−4γˆmn
S∗mS
∗
n
c2
]1/2
×
(
1− 1
2
γˆikγˆjlhTTkl
S∗i S
∗
j
c2D∗ 2
)
− φ
6P
c2
}
+O
(
h
c6
)
+O
(
h2
c2
)
. (A.8)
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This yields an elliptic equation for V = 2(φ − 1) =
O(1/c2) up to O(h/c6) and O(h2/c2) corrections:
−4∆ˆV = −4∇ˆiφ∇ˆjφ γˆik γˆjlhTTkl
+
1
4
γˆklγˆimγˆjn∇ˆkhTTij ∇ˆlhTTmn
− 4∇ˆi
(
φ−4∇ˆjφ γˆikγˆjlhTTkl
)
− 1
2
∆ˆ
(
γˆij γˆklhTTik h
TT
jl
)
+
1
2
∇ˆi∇ˆj
(
γˆklγˆmiγˆnjhTTkmh
TT
ln
)
+ γˆikγˆjl
(
πijLLπ
kl
LL + 2π
ij
LLπ
kl
TT + π
ij
TTπ
kl
TT
)
+
16πG
c2
φ−1
{[
(D∗h)2 + φ−4γˆmn
S∗mS
∗
n
c2
]1/2
×
(
1− 1
2
γˆikγˆjlhTTkl
S∗i S
∗
j
c2D∗ 2
)
− φ
6P
c2
}
+O
(
h
c6
)
+O
(
h2
c2
)
. (A.9)
As the terms containing a factor hTTij or π
ij
TT are propor-
tional to the coupling constant G/c2 of general relativity,
Eq. (A.9) reduces to ∆ˆV = −4πGD∗/c2 +O(1/c4) at the
lowest post-Newtonian approximation. Thus, if we intro-
duce the Newtonian potential U defined as the smooth
solution of the Poisson equation (28) vanishing at spa-
tial infinity, we have V = U/c2 + O(1/c4), plus a possi-
ble harmonic function. Assuming an asymptotically flat
space-time, this function must tend asymptotically to-
wards zero while being regular, and so it has to be iden-
tically zero. Another important piece of information pro-
vided by Eq. (A.9) is the value of the lowest order contri-
bution to the potential V that depends on the field vari-
ables. It is given by the equation
−4V = ∆ˆ−1
(
−4∇ˆi∇ˆjφγˆik γˆjlhTTkl
)
+O
(
h
c4
)
+ pure matter part, (A.10)
which shows incidentally that φ = 1 + V/2 is not af-
fected by a non-zero hTTij at the leading post-Newtonian
approximation in the field. Inserting the resulting expres-
sion for the conformal factor into the Hamiltonian con-
straint (A.9), we arrive at
−4∆ˆV = − 1
c4
(
2∇ˆiU∇ˆjU + 8πG
S∗i S
∗
j
D∗
)
γˆikγˆjlhTTkl
+
1
4
γˆklγˆimγˆjn∇ˆkhTTij ∇ˆlhTTmn
+ γˆikγˆjl
(
2πijLLπ
kl
TT + π
ij
TTπ
kl
TT
)
+O
(
h
c6
)
+O
(
h2
c2
)
+ total derivative + pure matter part. (A.11)
The pure matter part has been kept aside because it does
not enter the computation of hTTij . The total derivative
terms are irrelevant for the investigation of the field evo-
lution. Indeed, by virtue of relation (A.3), the Hamiltonian
is given by the spatial integral of −c4∆ˆV/(4πG). Thus the
dynamics of the gravitational interaction is described by
H field
+int.
=
c4
16πG
∫
d3x
√
γˆ
×
[
− 1
c4
(
2∇ˆiU∇ˆjU + 8πG
S∗i S
∗
j
D∗
)
γˆikγˆjlhTTkl
− 1
4
∆ˆ
(
γˆimγˆjnhTTmn
)
hTTij
+ γˆikγˆjl
(
2πijLLπ
kl
TT + π
ij
TTπ
kl
TT
)]
+O
(
h
c6
)
+O
(
h2
c2
)
, (A.12)
in agreement with Scha¨fer (1990). The Hamilton equations
provide the evolution of the field. They take the explicit
form
∂th
TT
ij = 2cγˆ
TTkl
ij [γˆkmγˆln (π
mn
LL + π
mn
TT )]
+O
(
1
c5
)
+O
(
h
c
)
= 2cγˆikγˆjlπ
kl
TT +O
(
1
c5
)
+O
(
h
c
)
, (A.13)
∂tπ
ij
TT = −cγˆijTTkl
[
− 2
c4
(
∇ˆmU∇ˆnU + 4πGS
∗
mS
∗
n
D∗
)
γˆkmγˆln
− 1
2
∆ˆ
(
γˆkmγˆlnhTTmn
)]
+O
(
1
c5
)
+O
(
h
c
)
. (A.14)
The non-conformally flat part of the 3-metric appears first
at the second post-Newtonian approximation. Its leading
order is obtained by inserting the above expression for
∂tπ
ij
TT into the time derivative of Eq. (A.13). The result-
ing equation is of wave type. In the near zone, all terms of
order 1/c6 may be neglected, in particular the time deriva-
tive contribution to the d’Alembertian operator. Hence
the non-conformally flat part of the 3-metric satisfies
∆ˆhTTij = −
γˆTTklij
c4
(
4∇ˆkU∇ˆlU + 16πGS
∗
kS
∗
l
D∗
)
+O
(
1
c6
)
, (A.15)
which is identical up to second post-Newtonian order to
Eq. (26).
The equation for the lapse function α is derived from
the gauge conditions (17, 18) combined with the evolution
equation (13) for the extrinsic curvature Kij . From the
identity πij γˆij = 0, we deduce that the trace is negligible
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at this level of approximation:
γˆijKij =
1
2
√
γ¯
(2
√
γ¯γˆijK
ij) +O
(
h
c3
)
=
1
2
√
γ¯
πij γˆij +O
(
h
c3
)
= O
(
1
c7
)
. (A.16)
By contracting Eq. (13) with the inverse 3-metric γij , we
arrive at
γij
c
∂tKij =
φ−4
c
∂t
(
γˆijKij
)
+O
(
1
c8
)
= O
(
1
c8
)
, (A.17)
from which follows that
−∇i∇iα+ αR+Kik (−2αKik + 2∇iβk)
− 4πG
c4
(−S + 3E) = O
(
1
c8
)
. (A.18)
Due to the fact that Kik is symmetric and trace-free
modulo O(h/c3) corrections, the product Kik(−2αKik +
2∇iβk) can be written as Kik(−2αK<ik> + 2∇<iβk>) +
O(h/c6). The terms inside the parentheses vanish accord-
ing to the symmetric trace-free version of Eq. (12),
−2αK<ij> + 2∇<iβj> = 1
c
∂tγ<ij> = O
(
1
c5
)
, (A.19)
so that Kik(−2αKik + 2∇iβk) = O(1/c8). Next, we see
from the Hamiltonian constraint equation that the inter-
action and field parts of the scalar curvature R appearing
in Eq. (A.18) are actually of order O(h/c4) = O(1/c8).
On the other hand, we know that E∗ = O(h/c4) +
pure matter terms. We have similar equalities for E and
S = Sii . Therefore, we find
1√
γ¯
∇ˆi
(√
γ¯γij∇ˆjα
)
= O
(
1
c8
)
+ pure matter part
= ∆ˆα− ∇ˆi∇ˆjα γˆikγˆjlhTTkl . (A.20)
At the lowest approximation, we may replace α by (−g00+
βiβ
i)1/2 = 1 − U/c2 + O(1/c4). In the end, the elliptic
equation for the lapse in the presence of hTTij is modified
to
∆ˆα =
(
∆ˆα
)
hTT
ij
=0
− 1
c2
γˆikγˆjl hTTij ∇ˆk∇ˆlU+O
(
1
c8
)
. (A.21)
This is the desired CFC+ metric equation for the lapse
function α. It can easily be transformed into Eq. (29) in
Sect. 2.4, remembering that φ coincides with the CFC
conformal factor at this level. Since U/c2 is Newtonian,
γˆikγˆjlhTTij ∇ˆk∇ˆlU/c2 corresponds to the second post-
Newtonian order for the dynamics.
The equation for the shift can be obtained in princi-
ple by contracting the 3-metric evolution with the help of
the Euclidean metric γˆij . However, the new terms, by ref-
erence to the conformally flat case, are proportional to a
product of the typeK (or β) times hTTij . They are therefore
negligible at the second post-Newtonian level, and will not
be computed here. As already pointed out, the equation
for the conformal factor remains unaffected at that level
as well. Thus in general, all CFC equations except the one
for the lapse function remain unaltered.
Appendix B: Inversion of the equation for the
3-metric correction in CFC+
To express the second post-Newtonian correction hTTij in
CFC+ with the help of intermediate potentials and thus
to invert Eq. (26) into Eq. (35) in Sect. 2.4, we proceed in
three stages:
(i) We make the action of γˆTTklij explicit in Eq. (26).
The result is integrated formally by means of the Poisson
integral operator ∆ˆ−1. By virtue of its linearity prop-
erty, we obtain a weighted sum of Poisson potentials
of generic type ∆ˆ−1Fmn (up to possible index contrac-
tions), or super-potentials of the form ∆ˆ−2∇ˆi∇ˆjFmn =
∆ˆ−1(∆ˆ−1∇ˆi∇ˆjFmn) and ∆ˆ−3∇ˆi∇ˆj∇ˆkFmn. (ii) We trans-
form the super-potentials into simple Poisson potentials
in order to get rid of all derivatives acting directly on
the sources. (iii) We insert the resulting quantities into
the transverse traceless tensor ∆ˆ−1γˆTTklij Fkl, and perform
some additional manipulations that lead to the final ex-
pression. These steps are performed in detail in the fol-
lowing.
It is straightforward to expand the operator γˆTTklij de-
fined in Eq. (A.6) and to apply it to the source Fkl given
in Eq. (27). Taking into account the symmetry in the two
indices k and l, inverting the tensor Poisson equation (26)
then yields
hTTij = ∆ˆ
−1 (γˆTTklij Fkl)
= ∆ˆ−1Fij − 1
2
γˆij∆ˆ
−1 (γˆklFkl)
− 2∆ˆ−2
(
γˆkl∇ˆk∇ˆ(iFj)l
)
+
1
2
∆ˆ−2∇ˆi∇ˆj
(
γˆklFkl
)
+
1
2
γˆij∆ˆ
−2∇ˆk∇ˆl
(
γˆmkγˆnlFmn
)
+
1
2
∆ˆ−3∇ˆi∇ˆj∇ˆk∇ˆl
(
γˆmkγˆnlFmn
)
. (B.1)
As the Poisson integral ∆ˆ−1Fkl converges, all other
(super-)potentials entering Eq. (B.1) are also well defined.
However, they cannot be easily handled. For instance,
quantities such as ∆ˆ−2Fmn or ∆ˆ−3Fmn are a priori mean-
ingless, which shows that the derivatives cannot commute
with the integrals. In order to operate on the sources with-
out meeting any serious restrictions, it is convenient to
resort to the tool of Hadamard finite part regularization.
It is out of our scope to review all properties of the
Hadamard finite part. However, as it will be used inten-
sively in the following, we recall its definition for com-
pleteness, as well as those of its features we need in our
derivation. When a function f(x), x ∈ R3, is smooth out-
side a finite number of singularities, locally integrable, but
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not integrable on R3, we can consider instead the new in-
tegrand (|x − x0|/r0)Bf(x), where B is a complex num-
ber, r0 a positive number, and where |x−x0| denotes the
Euclidean norm of x − x0, x0 being an arbitrary vector
of R3. The integral
∫
|x−x0|>r0 d
3x (|x− x0|/r0)Bf(x) de-
fined by means of the natural measure d3x = dx1 dx2 dx3
in Cartesian coordinates converges for B belonging to an
appropriate domain D of the complex plane. It can be re-
garded as a holomorphic function on D. It is then possible
to extend If (B) =
∫
d3x (|x − x0|/r0)Bf(x) by analytic
continuation as close to the point B = 0 as desired, and
to obtain its Laurent expansion
∑
k∈Z(If )kB
k there, as
explained by Blanchet & Damour (1986). The zeroth or-
der coefficient (If )0 is often referred to as the finite part
integral of f(x), which in our notation reads
FPB=0
∫
d3x
√
γˆ
( |x− x0|
r0
)B
f(x) = (If )0. (B.2)
The finite part integral of f may depend on the arbitrary
radius r0; in fact, this will typically happen when the re-
sult contains logarithms. Nonetheless, as long as f is inte-
grable, its finite part integral coincides with
∫
d3x f and
does not show any dependence on r0.
An important property of the Hadamard regulariza-
tion is that the finite part Poisson integral of a smooth
function always exists, whereas the simple Poisson inte-
gral may not. The covariant expression of this finite part
reads
FP ∆ˆ−1
x0
f = FPB=0
∫
d3x′
√
γˆ
−4π
( |x′ − x0|
r0
)B
f(x′)
|x− x′| ,
(B.3)
where the Euclidean volume element has been written as
d3x
√
γˆ in an arbitrary coordinate system. When ∆ˆ−1f
exists, it satisfies FP ∆ˆ−1
x0
f = ∆ˆ−1f . In any case, the reg-
ularized Poisson integral is the particular solution of a
Poisson equation of the type ∆ˆg = f . Thus, the operator
FP ∆ˆ−1 constitutes a genuine generalization of the ordi-
nary Poisson operator ∆ˆ−1 and will be denoted as ∆ˆ−1
x0
henceforth. It has the important property that it com-
mutes with the spatial derivatives ∇ˆi, which allows us to
work on the form of the elementary (super-)potentials by
applying simple and systematic rules.
An important formula related to the Hadamard regu-
larization is the one giving the generalized Poisson integral
of the distance to the field point x,
∆ˆ−1
x
|x− x′|A = |x− x
′|A+2
(A+ 2)(A+ 3)
, (B.4)
for an arbitrary complex exponent A 6= −2,−3. Notably,
it can be used to evaluate the action of the operator ∆ˆ−1
x
=
FPC=0
∫
d3x′′
√
γˆ/(−4πrC0 |x−x′′|) on the “ra”-potential
FPB=0
∫
d3x′
√
γˆ|x − x′|a+Bf/(−4πrB0 ) with a ∈ Z. By
permuting the two triple integrals, we obtain the relation
∆ˆ−1
x
FPB=0
∫
d3x′
√
γˆ
−4πrB0
|x− x′|a+Bf
= FPB=0
∫
d3x′
√
γˆ|x− x′|a+B+2f
−4πrB0 (a+ B + 2)(a+B + 3)
. (B.5)
The result has the same form as the source. If we make
∆ˆ−1 act on it, we arrive at a quantity of the same type.
This provides a straightforward procedure to determine
the action of ∆ˆ−p = (∆ˆ−1)p, p ∈ N, on the original inte-
gral iteratively. In this way, we find:
∆ˆ−p
x
FPB=0
∫
d3x′
√
γˆ
−4πrB0
|x− x′|a+Bf
= FPB=0
∫
d3x′
√
γˆ
−4πrB0
(a+B + 1 + 2p)−1
× (a+B + 2p)−1 . . . (a+B + 2)−1
× |x− x′|a+B+2pf. (B.6)
If the usual “ra”-potential with source f exists, the pth it-
erated Poisson integral ∆ˆ−1
x
of its pth derivative also does.
It is equal to ∇ˆi1 . . . ∇ˆip applied to the right-hand side of
Eq. (B.6). When we put all derivatives under the integra-
tion symbol, we end up with a convergent integral. At this
stage, one does not need any regularization anymore, so
we may take B = 0 if none of the terms (a + 2p + 1),
(a + 2p), . . . , (a + 2) vanishes. Finally, we pull the coef-
ficients (a + 1 + 2p)−1(a + 2p)−1 . . . (a + 1 + p)−1 out of
the integration symbol and reintroduce the finite part. We
have then proved the formula giving the explicit action of
∆ˆ−p
x
on arbitrary sources,
∆ˆ−p
x
FPB=0
∫
d3x′
√
γˆ
−4πrB0
|x− x′|a+B∇ˆi1 . . . ∇ˆipf
=
∇ˆi1 . . . ∇ˆip FPB=0
∫
d3x′
√
γˆ
−4pirB0
|x− x′|a+B+2pf
(a+ 1 + 2p)(a+ 2p) . . . (a+ 2)
, (B.7)
to be valid for a+ 2p+ 1 /∈ N.
This allows us to write the potentials and super-
potentials in a form suitable for numerical integration.
For this purpose, we can recourse to fairly standard tech-
niques, some of which have been used in particular by
Blanchet et al. (1990) to deal with the derivative of the
Newtonian super-potential. With the help of Eq. (B.7)
and the commutation relation ∆ˆ−1
x
∇ˆi = ∇ˆi∆ˆ−1x , we trans-
form the expression of the (super-)potentials ∆ˆ−2∇ˆi∇ˆjFkl
or ∆ˆ−3∇ˆi∇ˆj∇ˆk∇ˆlFmn entering the non-conformal part of
the 3-metric (with possible index contractions). By doing
this, we try to minimize the number of free indices that re-
main inside the integral and, for numerical reasons, to get
rid of all spatial derivatives of the densitiesD∗ or S∗i in the
final expressions. Let us detail for instance the transfor-
mation of ∆ˆ−2∇ˆi∇ˆjFkl. It is achieved in four steps: (i) We
let both derivatives commute with the integration symbol,
∆ˆ−2∇ˆi∇ˆjFkl = ∇ˆi∇ˆj∆ˆ−2x Fkl, (ii) we rewrite ∆ˆ−2x Fkl ac-
cording to Eq. (B.6) with p = 2, (iii) we make one of the
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derivatives act on the kernel |x− x′|1+B so that there re-
mains only one unevaluated spatial derivative operating
on a linear combination of simple Poisson integrals, and
(iv) we let the derivative act. This yields
∆ˆ−2∇ˆi∇ˆjFkl = 1
2
[
γˆij∆ˆ
−1
x
Fkl + γˆjmx
m∇ˆi∆ˆ−1x Fkl
− ∇ˆi∆ˆ−1x (γˆjmxmFkl)
]
. (B.8)
The respective transformation of ∆ˆ−3∇ˆi∇ˆj∇ˆkFmn is very
similar:
∆ˆ−3∇ˆi∇ˆj∇ˆkFmn
=
1
24
∇ˆi∇ˆj∇ˆk FPB=0
∫
d3x′
√
γˆ
−4πrB0
|x− x′|3+BFmn
=
1
8
∇ˆk
∫
d3x′
√
γˆ
−4π
[
γˆipγˆjq
(xp − x′p)(xq − x′q)
|x− x′|
+ γˆij |x− x′|
]
Fmn
=
1
8
[
3γˆ(ij γˆk)px
p∆ˆ−1
x
Fmn − 3γˆ(ij γˆk)p∆ˆ−1x (xpFmn)
− 2γˆp(iγˆj)qxp∇ˆk∆ˆ−1x (xqFmn)
+ γˆipγˆjqx
pxq∇ˆk∆ˆ−1x Fmn
+ γˆipγˆjq∇ˆk∆ˆ−1x (xpxqFmn)
]
. (B.9)
We are now able to deduce the expression for hTTij up to
second post-Newtonian order, parametrized by means of
the intermediate elementary potentials S, Si, Ti, Ri, and
Sij as
hTTij =
1
2
Sij − 3xk∇ˆ(iSj)k +
5
4
γˆjmx
m∇ˆi
(
γˆklSkl
)
+
1
4
xkxl∇ˆi∇ˆjSkl + 3∇ˆ(iSj) −
1
2
xk∇ˆi∇ˆjSk
+
1
4
∇ˆi∇ˆjS − 5
4
∇ˆiTj − 1
4
∇ˆiRj
+ γˆij
[
1
4
γˆklSkl + xk γˆlm∇ˆmSkl − γˆkl∇ˆkSl
]
+O
(
1
c6
)
. (B.10)
This is the expression we use in Eq. (35) in Sect. 2.4 with
the potentials determined by the scalar/vector/tensor
Poisson equations (30–34).
Appendix C: Multipole expansion of the
intermediate potentials
Here we derive the multipole expansion of the interme-
diate potentials S, Si, Ti, Ri, and Sij needed for ob-
taining boundary conditions for these potentials. This is
done by means of the formula (C.9) of Blanchet & Poujade
(2002) specializing the matching relation first established
in Blanchet (1998) for retarded quantities.
For any generic source f which admits outside the
system a multipole expansion of the form M(f) =
∑p0
p=−∞ fp(n)r
p with n = x/r and p0 < −2, the mul-
tipole expansion of the Poisson integral ∆ˆ−1f is given by
M
(
∆ˆ−1f
)
=
+∞∑
l=0
(−1)l
l!
∇ˆi1 . . . ∇ˆil
(
1
r
)
× FPB=0
∫
d3x′
√
γˆ
−4π
(
r′
r0
)B
x′i1 . . . x′ilf
+ ∆ˆ−1
0
M(f). (C.1)
In the special case where the source f has compact sup-
port,M(f) is identically zero and thus the last term above
vanishes. We recover the standard multipole formula used
in electrostatics for spatially limited systems.
At this stage, the multipole expansions of all our el-
ementary potentials may be derived by application of
Eq. (C.1). We start with Sij which goes to zero at the
highest order. It involves the monopole integral with
non-compact-supported source
∫
d3x
√
γˆ∇ˆiU∇ˆjU/(−4π).
Remarkably, this integral admits an alternative expression
whose source has compact support, which is a very use-
ful feature for the numerical calculations. To perform the
transformation, we first replace the second potential U in
the integrand ∇ˆiU∇ˆjU/(−4π) by ∆ˆχ/2, where χ denotes
the Newtonian super-potential χ =
∫
d3x′ |x − x′|D∗.
Next, we integrate this Laplacian by parts, being care-
ful of keeping all contributions from the derivatives of rB .
The result is
FPB=0
∫
d3x
√
γˆ
−4πrB0
rB ∇ˆi
(χ
2
)
∇ˆj∆ˆU
+ FPB=0
∫
d3x
√
γˆ
−4πrB0
[
B(B + 1)rB−2 ∇ˆjU
+ 2BrB−1nk ∇ˆj∇ˆkU
]
∇ˆi
(χ
2
)
.
(C.2)
We remark here that the second finite part on the right-
hand side vanishes. Indeed, the integration does not gen-
erate any pole in B able to compensate the cancellation
of the pre-factor B itself. Consequently, after a last inte-
gration by parts, we arrive at the equality∫
d3x
√
γˆ
−4π ∇ˆiU∇ˆjU = −
1
2
∫
d3x
√
γˆD∗∇ˆi∇ˆjχ. (C.3)
It is not difficult to check that ∇ˆjχ =
γˆjkx
k∆ˆ−1(−4πD∗) − ∆ˆ−1(−4πγˆjkxkD∗) by virtue
of relation (B.7). Using an integration by parts of the
type∫
d3x
√
γˆf ∆ˆ−1g =
∫
d3x
√
γˆg ∆ˆ−1f, (C.4)
we are finally able to show that∫
d3x
√
γˆ
−4π ∇ˆiU∇ˆjU
= −
∫
d3x
√
γˆD∗
(
γˆjkx
k∇ˆiU + 1
2
γˆijU
)
. (C.5)
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Inserting the latter relation into the general formula (C.1)
specialized for f = −4πS∗i S∗j /D∗ − ∇ˆiU∇ˆjU , we get
M(Sij) = 1
r
∫
d3x
√
γˆD∗
(
S∗i S
∗
j
D∗ 2
+ γˆjkx
k∇ˆiU + 1
2
γˆijU
)
+M
(
−4πS
∗
i S
∗
j
D∗
− ∇ˆiU∇ˆjU
)
. (C.6)
When examining the second term in the above equa-
tion, one immediately observes that M(S∗i S∗j /D∗) =
0 as the source (S∗i S
∗
j /D
∗ 2)D∗ has compact support.
Furthermore we notice that M(∇ˆiU∇ˆjU) = O(1/r4),
hence ∆ˆ−1
0
M(∇ˆiU∇ˆjU) = O(1/r2) according to dimen-
sional analysis. It may also be checked directly with
the help of the Matthew formula ∆ˆ−1
0
(n<i1 . . . nil>ra) =
n<i1 . . . nil>ra+2/[(a+ 2− l)(a+ 3 + l)].
We continue with the calculation ofM(Si). The part of
its source with non-compact support amounts essentially
to xk∇ˆiU∇ˆkU . The integral of the latter quantity may be
transformed with the same technique as the one used to
establish Eq. (C.6). We find that
FPB=0
∫
d3x
√
γˆ
−4πrB0
rBxk ∇ˆiU∇ˆkU
=
1
2
FPB=0
∫
d3x
√
γˆ
−4πrB0
rB
(
xk∇ˆkχ∇ˆi(−4πD∗)
+ 2γˆkl∇ˆkχ∇ˆl∇ˆiU
)
. (C.7)
We may then perform an integration by parts affecting
the derivative ∇ˆiD∗ of the first term and the derivative
∇ˆkχ of the second term. The contribution of ∇ˆkrB is pro-
portional to B. It can give rise to a definite non-zero re-
sult only when it is multiplied by the factor 1/B coming
from the radial integration of 1/r3. As the correspond-
ing angular integral vanishes, so does it. Noticing that
∆ˆχ∇ˆiU = 2U∇ˆiU = ∇ˆiU2, we see that the resulting in-
tegral reads
1
2
∫
d3x
√
γˆD∗
(
xk∇ˆi∇ˆkχ+ ∇ˆiχ
)
− FPB=0
∫
d3x
√
γˆ
(
r
r0
)B
∇ˆiU2. (C.8)
After integrating the second term by parts, we get an in-
tegral whose source is proportional to B. Following the
same argument as before, it can be shown to be simply
zero. Expressing again the super-potential as a combina-
tion of Poisson integrals, and performing other integra-
tions by parts including those of the form (C.4), we arrive
at
FPB=0
∫
d3x
√
γˆ
−4πrB0
rBxk ∇ˆiU∇ˆkU
= −
∫
d3x
√
γˆD∗γˆij
(
xjU + xjxk∇ˆkU
)
. (C.9)
On the other hand, the source xk∇ˆiU∇ˆkU behaves as
M2γˆikn
k/r3 = −M2∇ˆi(r−2/2), where M is the bary-
onic rest mass density defined in Sect. 2.4. A direct inte-
gration leads to the relation ∆ˆ−1
0
(1/r2) = ln r + const.,
which can also be seen from a dimensional argument,
so that ∆ˆ−1
0
M(xk∇ˆiU∇ˆkU) decreases asymptotically as
−M2∇ˆi(ln r)/2. Therefore, we have proved the approxi-
mate equality
M(Si) = 1
r
∫
d3x
√
γˆD∗
[
xkSiSk + γˆijx
j(U + xk∇ˆkU)
]
+
M2
2r
γˆikn
k +O
(
1
r2
)
. (C.10)
In the multipole expansion of Ti, the only term en-
tering its composition that is generated by a quan-
tity with non-compact support is the Poisson potential
∆ˆ−1(γˆij γˆklxj∇ˆkU∇ˆlU). Its monopole part is composed
of an integral over the source, which simplifies by virtue
of the relation 2γˆkl∇ˆkU∇ˆlU = ∆ˆU2 − 2U∆ˆU to
FPB=0
∫
d3x
−4π
√
γˆ
(
r
r0
)B (
γˆij γˆ
klxj∇ˆkU∇ˆlU
)
= −
∫
d3x
√
γˆD∗γˆikxkU, (C.11)
and of a contribution originating from the Poisson
inverse operator applied to M(γˆij γˆklxj∇ˆkU∇ˆlU) =
−M2∇ˆi(r−2/2) +O(1/r4). We have thus
∆ˆ−1
0
M(γˆij γˆklxj∇ˆkU∇ˆlU) = −M
2
2r
γˆijn
j +O
(
1
r2
)
.
(C.12)
The treatment of the leading term in the multipole ex-
pansion ofRi is similar. The integral of ∇ˆi(xkxl∇ˆkU∇ˆlU)
is simply zero, by virtue of the Gauss theorem, and the
monopole part of −∆ˆ−1∇ˆi(xkxl∇ˆkU∇ˆlU) is the same as
that of 2γˆij γˆ
klxj∇ˆkU∇ˆlU .
We conclude with the multipole expansion for the po-
tential S. Since its source is already of compact support,
it can simply be expanded with the help of the standard
multipole formula mentioned after Eq. (C.1).
In the end this yields the desired multipole expansions
of the elementary potentials in the second second post-
Newtonian expansion, which correspond to Eqs. (36–40)
in Sect. 2.4.
Appendix D: Post-Newtonian and
post-Minkowskian link for gravitational waves
The equation for null outgoing geodesics in the ADM
gauge reads t − r/c − 2MADMG ln[r/(cη)]/c3 + O(G2) =
const., with MADM =M +O(1/c2) being the ADM mass
and η an arbitrary positive constant with the dimension
of time. For r large enough compared to the typical wave-
length, this also gives the link between the time t and the
distance r of a field point x located near I+. In the post-
Newtonian framework, r/c is regarded as a small quan-
tity (with respect to t), which precisely reflects the fact
that the post-Newtonian metric is not accurate in the
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wave zone. Therefore, the expression (35) for hTTij can-
not be used there. Instead, we should consider the post-
Minkowskian version of Eq. (A.15), where all quantities
are expanded in powers of the gravitational constant G.
Higher order terms in 1/c2 must not be a priori neglected
as long as they appear at a level of approximation below
the one we want to reach.
In general, this approach is not guaranteed to lead to
a well-defined perturbative scheme in the ADM gauge in
the sense that the contribution of order Gn+1 may become
greater than the contribution of order Gn in the neighbor-
hood of I+. It is worth to briefly point at the origin of the
possible problem. Once the field hn
TT
ij is known at the
nth post-Minkowskian (nPM) level, the next approxima-
tion hn+1
TT
ij is determined by the wave-like equation of
the type ˆhn+1
TT
ij = γˆ
TTkl
ij Λn+1kl(h
TT) + O(Gn+2) ob-
tained by combing Eqs. (A.4) and (A.5) as explained in
Appendix A. The source Λn+1ij depends non-linearly on
hTTij , which can thus be replaced by its nPM value hn
TT
kl .
In the end, the solution of the previous wave equation
is the retarded integral of γˆTTklij Λn+1kl(h
TT), which we
denote in short as ˆ−1γˆTTklij Λn+1kl. The transverse trace-
less projector can itself be written as a converging integral
with the help of a modified version of Eq. (B.7), in which
the derivatives are applied to the kernel |x − x′|α+B+2p
with α = −1. Even if the retarded integral converges,
it may be conveniently replaced by its Hadamard finite
part. The numerical result is not affected, but the inte-
gral appearing under the operator FPB=0 can now be
shown to commute with the integral defining hn+1
TT
ij after
an appropriate analytic continuation. As a consequence,
the finite part of γˆTTklij regarded as an integral operator,
which may be referred to as γˆTTklij without any ambiguity,
can be pulled out from the d’Alembertian inverse sym-
bol: ˆ−1γˆTTklij Λn+1kl = γˆ
TTkl
ij ˆ
−1Λn+1kl. The behavior
of Λn+1ij(hn
TT) when r → +∞ follows from a formula
extending Eq. (C.1) to the case where the quantity to be
calculated is a retarded integral. In particular, the multi-
pole expansion of hTTij involves the retarded integral of the
multipole expansion of the source, regularized by means
of the Hadamard finite part ˆ−1
0
M(Λn+1ij). This contri-
bution turns out to generate terms tending towards zero
as (ln r)2/r at the 2PM order, which are thus out of con-
trol. The structure of the field has not been investigated
yet at higher PM order in ADM gauge, but a similar phe-
nomenon is likely to happen in that case too.
Fortunately, the previous problem can be cured at the
post-linear level either by moving to some radiative gauge
where u = t − r/c is a conformal coordinate, or by ab-
sorbing the logarithms into the arguments of some multi-
pole moments. In harmonic gauge, the logarithms occur-
ring in the post-Minkowskian iteration have been shown
(Blanchet 1987) to be removable to all orders. In ADM
gauge, the possibility of such an elimination has been
checked explicitly at the post-linear level by Scha¨fer (1990)
from a formula adapting the derivation of Appendix A in
order to include in the Hamiltonian the relative Newtonian
part of the 2PM corrections to all terms quadratic in hTTij
(or πijTT). The new wave equation for the field variable
reads
ˆhTTij = γ
TTkl
ij
[
Fkl +
4
c2
(
−2πGD∗hTTkl
+ γˆmn∇ˆmU∇ˆnhTTkl + U∆ˆhTTkl
)]
+O
((
hTT
)0
c6
)
+O
((
hTT
)1
c4
)
+O
((
hTT
)2)
. (D.1)
The Green function method provides the required solu-
tion, but the computation is rather delicate. The result
is a retarded integral, on which it remains to apply the
transverse trace-free projector γˆTTklij . The action of the
second spatial derivatives ∇ˆk∇ˆl on a quantity of the form
f(t−r/c)/r leads to the “monopole” term γˆkpγˆlqnpnqf¨(t−
r/c)/(rc2), each dot denoting a time derivative, plus 1/r2
corrections. It follows that ∆ˆ−1∇ˆk∇ˆl[f(t − r/c)/r] =
γˆkpγˆlqn
pnqf(t − r/c)/r + O(1/r2). Similarly, it is not
difficult to check that ∆ˆ−2∇ˆi∇ˆj∇ˆk∇ˆl[f(t − r/c)/r] =
γˆipγˆjq γˆkr γˆlsn
pnqnrnsf(t− r/c)/r+O(1/r2). This entails
that the operator (A.6) applied to a term f(t− r/c)/r re-
duces to the projector PTTklij . Using the latter property,
we recover the well-known relation
hTTij =
1
r
PTTklij
×
{
Mkl
[
t− r
c
− 2G
c3
(
M +O
(
1
c2
))
ln
(
r
cη
)
+O(G2)
]
+O
(
1
c2
)}
+O
(
1
r2
)
, (D.2)
with Mij(t) =
∫
d3x
√
γˆFij/(−4π) being the Newtonian
monopole moment associated to the source Fij .
Because of the algebraic transverse traceless projec-
tion, we may substitute M<ij> by Mij without affecting
the outcome in the above relation. Since we still work at
the 2PN level, we do not need to include any higher order
corrections to the expression of Mij . The retarded argu-
ment t− r/c − 2GMADM/c3 ln[r/(cη)] + O(G2) coincides
with the null radiative coordinate. It can be viewed as the
actual retarded time tret of the field variable at I+ up
to the 1PM order. Taking the preceding into account, we
arrive at
hTTij ≈ PTTklij
M<kl>(tret)
r
+O
(
1
r2
)
. (D.3)
We now improve the formula for Mij by making use of
Eq. (C.5). This leads to
M<ij> =
4G
c4
∫
d3x
√
γˆD∗
(
S∗<iS
∗
j>
D∗2
+ xk γˆk<i∇ˆj>U
)
.
(D.4)
Modulo 1PN errors, this integral equals
4G
∫
d3x
√
γˆD(γˆkiγˆljv
<kvl> + xkγˆk<i∇ˆj>U)/c4. This
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is proportional to (twice) the second time derivative of
the Newtonian quadrupole 2Q¨ij at this level, as can be
checked with the help of the relation
d
dt
∫
d3x
√
γˆD∗f(x, t)
=
∫
d3x
√
γˆD∗
(
vi∇ˆi + ∂t
)
f(x, t), (D.5)
which is valid for any C1 function f . We have thus derived
the Newtonian quadrupole formula
hTTij ∼ PTTklij
2GQ¨kl
rc4
(D.6)
in the neighborhood of future null infinity.
It now is possible to investigate the asymptotic behav-
ior of h2PNij in a similar way as we did for the intermediate
potentials. The computation does not present any partic-
ular subtleties in contrast to that of the full field variable
dominant contribution. The operator γˆTTklij commutes
with the Poisson integral so that M(∆ˆ−1γˆTTklij Fkl) =
γˆTTklij M(∆ˆ−1Fkl) = γˆTTklij (Mkl/r) +O(1/r2). The action
of the transverse trace-free projector is computed with the
help of Eq. (B.4). This gives
h2PNij (x, t) =
[
3
16
γˆ(ij γˆ
kl) +
3
4
δk(iγˆj)pn
lnp
+
3
16
γˆipγˆjqn
pnqnknl
− 5
16
(
γˆijn
knl + γˆklγˆipγˆjqn
pnq
)]
× Mkl(t)
r
+O
(
1
r2
)
, (D.7)
withM<ij> = 2GQ¨ij/c
4. By applying the operator PTTklij
on both sides of Eq. (D.7), we find that PTTklij h
2PN
kl =
PTTklij GQ¨kl/(4rc
4). As a conclusion, with the notations of
Sect. 3.3, we have (cf. Eqs. (52, 53)):
PTTklij h
2PN
kl (x, tret) ∼
1
8
hquadij (x, t). (D.8)
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